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Sammanfattning

Mer och mer distribuerad generering kommer i framtiden anslutas till lokal-
och regionnäten. Ett av EU:s klimatmål till år 2020 är att 20 % av EU:s elkon-
sumtion ska komma från förnyelsebar elproduktion som till stor del består av
distribuerad generering. Många av investeringarna i förnyelsebar elproduktion
i Sverige kommer troligtvis att ske i vindkraft, eftersom Energimyndigheten
har föreslagit ett planeringsmål på 30 TWh vindkraft till år 2020. Nätägar-
na ska möjliggöra anslutning av distribuerad generering samtidigt som de
måste uppfylla krav på elkvalitet och tillförlitlighet till en rimlig kostnad.
Osäkerheten i var distribuerad generering ansluts kommer att påverka elnäts-
företagens nätplanering. Den ökade andelen distribuerad generering i lokal-
och regionnäten kommer att medföra både ökade kostnader och ökade vinster
för nätägare, kunder och elproducenter. Hur mycket distribuerad generering
som ansluts och hur kostnader och vinster ska fördelas mellan aktörerna i el-
branschen kommer till en stor del att avgöras av vilka regelverk som upprättas.

Vilka blir de ekonomiska konsekvenserna av olika strategier för nätutbyggnad
för distribuerad generering? Ska en nätägare få ekonomiska incitament för att
ha varit kostnadeffektiv? Hur kompenseras producenter vid bortkoppling? Al-
la dessa frågeställningar beror på vilken avkastning regleringen tillåter samt
hur andra delar av regleringen utformas. I detta projekt har matematiska
metoder som kan ta hänsyn till osäkerheter kring hur mycket distribuerad
generering som kommer att anslutas till näten har utvecklats för att utvär-
dera investeringsalternativ. Med hjälp av de utvecklade metoderna kan den
optimala nätutbyggnaden givet en viss reglering identifieras. Man kan därmed
få en bättre uppskattning av vilken utbyggnad man får beroende på hur nä-
tregleringen är utformad. Dessutom kan man med dessa metoder utreda hur
nätregleringen påverkar nätinvestering och föreslå mer effektiv nätreglering.

Huvudsyftet med denna doktorsavhandling är att analysera vilka ekonomiska
incitament olika regleringar ger nätägarna för att utveckla lokal- och regionnä-
ten för anslutning av distribuerad generering och för att vara kostnadeffektiva.
Metoder och modeller för nätplanering med en stor andel distribuerad gene-
rering med hänsyn till ekonomiska regleringar har utvecklats. De utvecklade
metoderna kan kvantifiera effekten av olika typer av nätreglering, till exem-
pel nätreglering av nätägares intäksram, ekonomiska incitament, bortkoppling
och anslutning av distribuerad generering.

Modellerna har tillämpats i olika fallstudier: incitament för effektivt utnytt-
jande av ett elnät i Sverige, reglering av bortkoppling som baserad på regel-
verket i Sverige och Tyskland, och dynamic line rating har utvärderats som
investeringsalternativ för anslutning av distribuerad generering.
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Abstract

One of EU’s actions against climate change is to meet 20% of energy con-
sumption from renewable resources by the year 2020 when the project was
started. Now this target has increased to at least 27% by the year 2030.
In addition, given that the renewable resources are becoming more econom-
ical to generate electricity from and that these resources are distributed ge-
ographically, more and more distributed generation (DG) is connected to
power distribution. The increasing share of DG in the electricity networks
implies re-distribution of costs and benefits among distribution system oper-
ators (DSOs), customers and DG owners. How the costs and benefits will be
allocated among them depends on the established economic regulation.

The established economic regulation regulates the DSOs’s revenue and
performances. The time when the DSOs are remunerated based on their
actual costs has passed. Nowadays the economic regulation is in place to steer
efficient investments. The revenue of DSOs can be decoupled from their real
costs and adjusted by their performances. Network investments are no longer
just to satisfy the load growth, or to higher the investments does not bring
higher revenue. Network investments are incentivised by the regulation to be
more efficient. Furthermore, the potential of DG to defer network investment
is widely recognized in the regulation. Ignoring this potential of DG may
decrease DSOs’ efficiency. Last but not the least, network unbundling is a
common practice in Europe. Ignoring the fact that DSOs and DG owners are
different decision makers in studies can lead to inaccurate analysis.

Driven by the target of a higher DG integration and more efficient invest-
ments in the unbundled distribution networks, proper economic regulations
are needed to facilitate this change. The objective of this thesis is to evaluate
the impact from regulations on distribution network investment considering
DG integration. In other words, this thesis aims to develop methods assist
regulators to design desirable regulations to encourage the DSOs to make the
“smart” decisions. In order to achieve that, we propose a modelling approach
to quantify the economic regulation impacts and the benefit of innovative
investments. Regulations are encoded into the network investment model.
The developed models, in other words, assist DSOs to make the “right” in-
vestment in the “right” place at the “right” time under the given regulation.
Incentive-based regulations including revenue cap regulation and performance
regulation are modelled and evaluated. Curtailment regulation, connection fee
regulation for DG are also modelled and evaluated. Uncertainties of DG and
load are modelled as scenarios. Therefore, models are developed to evaluate
the network investment alternatives and to analyse the impact of regulation
on network investment considering DG integration.

The developed models are applied in different case studies: the Swedish
incentive regulation on efficient utilization of the network is evaluated; the
economic incentives in improving the network utilization are quantified; the
DG curtailment regulations based on the German and Swedish practices are
modelled and compared. Last but not the least, the benefits of employing
dynamic line rating as an innovative investment alternative in the network
are assessed in a wind power integration case.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the research area, illustrates the motivation for this thesis,
defines research questions and highlights the contributions.

1.1 Overview

Economic regulation in power systems

Regulation conveys different meanings in different contexts in power systems. It
can appear in the context of security or the environment as social regulation [2],
where regulation seeks to protect workers’ safety and the environment. It can
appear in the context of power system operation as frequency regulation. This
kind of regulation seeks to maintain the balance between generation and load. It
can appear in the context of electricity market, the network investment supervision
and network tariff designs as economic regulation. In this thesis, the economic
regulation in power distribution is the focus. The following elements are defined as
the basic scope of economic regulation in power systems [2]:

• The design of rules for steering agents’ behaviour towards the objectives de-
fined by the regulator.

• The definition of the structure of the power industry, e.g. a vertically inte-
grated or unbundled structure. For either structure, an appropriate business
model is needed.

• The supervision of agents’ behaviour. This involves reviewing their effective-
ness to achieve the defined objectives and taking legal actions.

The agents, in power systems, are referred to as utilities or service providers
in the electricity industry. Traditionally power systems were vertically integrated
world wide. In this type of structure, one utility has the monopoly on all functions

1
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from generation, transmission to distribution in power systems. These functions
are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The voltage levels for transmission and distribution lines
differ among countries. The price of electricity is regulated. The utility’s investment
and operating practices are supervised by the government regulator.
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Figure 1.1: Simple diagram of electricity grids [1].

Since the end of the last century this traditional structure has changed in many
countries. Chile started this process in 1982, followed by England and Wales, Nor-
way, Sweden and some countries in South America. The main content of this change
was to introduce market platforms for electricity trade [2]. Electricity wholesale
markets and retail markets have been introduced for the electricity production and
retail activities respectively. However, the transmission and distribution networks
have remained to be monopolies, which are owned by either independent organi-
sation, private investors, municipalities or the government. Therefore, electricity
generation and trading are unbundled from the network activities. The “agents” in
the unbundled power systems are referred to all service providers of the electricity
generation, transmission, wholesale, distribution, retail, etc. The regulators can be
an authority or a public body or a private body independent from the interests of
the electricity industry according to the EU directive [3]. This change requires mod-
ification in power system planning and operation. It also requires new economic
regulation for steering electricity market’s and network companies’ behaviour and
new rules to review the effectiveness.

A distinction is drawn between the regulation for the electricity market and the
network companies which are categorised as natural monopolies [4]. Regulation for
the electricity market aims to ensure a competitive trading platform, for example,
a minimum number of competitors, to correct monopolistic markets or imperfect
information [2]. Regulation for network companies aims to ensure the economic and
financial sustainability of the companies, and productive efficiency [4]. In other
words, the regulation for network companies aims to ensure that the companies
offer the lowest possible price without going bankrupt in the long-term. This thesis
focuses on the area of regulation for network companies.

Many regulatory variables to assist the regulator to reach this goal are found
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in practise. One is the regulation of the revenues. The allowed revenues should be
high enough to sustain the company and should not be so high that the consumers
pay unjustifiably high prices. Another variable is to set quality standards and
performance incentives. Quality standards are the requirements that the utilities
have to meet. For example, reliability of supply, the voltage quality, etc. These
requirements can be linked to the regulation of the revenues. Performance incentives
are economic incentives to encourage the company perform better. For example,
reducing the thermal losses in the network. Performance incentives can also be
linked to the revenue regulation.

Many deregulated power systems have moved from the traditional cost-of-service
regulation to incentive-based regulation on the revenue. In cost-of-service regula-
tion, also known as rate-of-return regulation, the revenue that a network company
is allowed to receive is based on the total cost, where the investment cost is com-
pensated by an allowed rate-of-return set by the regulator [2]. The tariffs charged
by the company are also set by the regulator. This regulation is implemented
with slightly variations in different systems. However, incentive-based regulation
is implemented in very different forms. The most common form is the revenue
cap regulation, such as in Austria, Spain and Sweden, [5]. Under this design, the
maximum yearly revenue of a company for a certain period is set by the regulator.
The revenue target is set based on the historical performance with some efficiency
measures and inflation adjustment.

Under the cost-of-service regulation, the increase of cost leads to a higher rev-
enue and a higher profit of the utility as demonstrated in Fig. 1.2a. Two scenarios
are demonstrated in this figure, one is the scenario where the cost increases; the
other one is the scenario where the cost decreases. The profit is the difference be-
tween the revenue and the cost, which is marked by a shaded area in the figure. If
the cost decreases, the profit decreases as well in Fig. 1.2a. Therefore, the cost-of-
service regulation is not encouraging any “smart” investment. However, under the
revenue cap regulation, if the cost increases more than the efficiency requirement,
as indicated by the solid red line and dotted red line respectively in Fig. 1.2b, the
profit decreases. If the company can improve the efficiency better than the regu-
lator expected, which is indicated by the lower dashed red line, the profit for the
company increases. The “extra” profit due to the extra efficiency improvement is
indicated by the black strips. Therefore, the company has a significant incentive to
reduce the cost.

Another form of the incentive-based regulation is the price cap regulation, for
example in the United Kingdom a few years ago [5]. In the price cap regulation, the
maximum price that the company can charge the consumers is set by the regulator.
It provides incentives to reduce costs as in the revenue cap regulation; however, it
also provides incentives to increase electricity sales [4]. The increase of electricity
sales may have little impact on the network infrastructure cost; therefore, with
higher sales the company can receive a higher revenue and consequently a higher
profit. Therefore, the price cap regulation is less compatible with energy efficiency
goals than the revenue cap regulation.
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Figure 1.2: DSO’s profit over time under different economic regulations.

In the incentive-based regulation, the high focus on the cost reduction may lead
to deterioration of the quality of service. Therefore, other two regulatory variables,
quality standards and performance incentives, are often applied to complement
it [4]. If the company fails to satisfy the quality standards, it can lead to penalties.
Performance incentives can be positive or negative. They are often integrated in
the revenue cap setting formula. A company’s revenue cap may be increased or
decreased depending on the performance incentives. Regulators need to define the
correct and effective incentives to steer the performance. Therefore, methods to
model different performance incentives, economic regulatory framework and the
network investment are necessary for regulators to analyse the regulation impact
on network cost and performances.

Distributed generation

Not only the regulation schemes changed in power systems in the recent years,
power flows in the system have also changed. With the liberalisation of electricity
markets and environmental concerns, distributed generation (DG) has developed
rapidly [6]. With the development of technologies, the cost of DG units decreases.
This also contributes to a further increase of DG installation [7]. The definition of
DG in [8] is adopted in this thesis, which is an electric generation source connected
directly to the distribution network or on the customer side of the meter. DG
can be renewable generators like wind power plants and solar power plants, and
traditional generators like gas turbines and fuel cells [6].

Traditionally the power in the power system flows only in one direction, from
central power plants to transmission network then to distribution network, and
down to consumers. The power in the power system can now flow from the consumer
end back to the distribution network and even to the transmission network, as shown
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in Fig. 1.3. On the one hand, DG connection to the grid entails investment in new
network infrastructure. It may also entail reinforcement in the existing network. On
the other hand, DG integration has shown benefits of deferring network investment
[9–11]. However, the deferment of investments and the schedule of reinforcements
are highly sensitive to DG locations [12]. The beneficial impact on deferring the
investment in the system may be diluted because of the “wrong” timing and location
of DG. Therefore, DG integration should be taken into account in the network
infrastructure investments.
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Figure 1.3: Simple diagram of electricity grids with DG integration.

The benefit of DG integration can be higher if DG curtailment is accepted [13,
14]. The amount of curtailed energy is closely related to the DG connection point,
the connection line investment and the network reinforcement and operation. By
accepting curtailment in combination with active control systems, more renewable
generation can be accommodated in a distribution grid [13]. It is also shown that
by changing the DG connection point to the grid and curtailment regulations the
capacity factors of wind farms can be greatly increased [14]. Moreover, by allowing
DG curtailment the network investment decreases [15]. However, allowing DG
curtailment decreases the benefit of DG owners and increases the risk of investing
in DG. DG curtailment is regulated in some countries to balance the benefits of
the network companies and DG owners. Therefore, curtailment regulation can not
be ignored when evaluating economic regulation impact on network infrastructure
investment.

Network investment

Normally the network infrastructure planning begins with an estimation of the de-
mand growth. With the increase of DG integration, the network planning will begin
with an estimation of the demand and DG growth, especially in the distribution
network. In this thesis, we use the term distribution system operator (DSO) to
represent the owner and operator of the distribution network. Many DSOs can
exist in one country. The DSOs decide the infrastructure investments including the
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substations, electric power lines, switching equipment, circuit breakers, protection
relays, metering, etc. DSOs in unbundled power systems are assumed to not own
generators, except for security reasons. Therefore, to plan the location and size of
DG is not one of the DSOs’ decisions, even as discussed in the foregoing, the DG
location has high impact on the network investment.

Before the first DG connection, the cost of the network is recovered by network
charges from all consumers. Due to DG connection, reinforcement in the existing
network may increase. The reinforcement cost can be transferred to only the DG
owner, or can be socialized by all the network users. Depending on how the connec-
tion fee for DG is charged, DG owners can choose the connection point to the grid
while accepting the probability of energy curtailment at this point. For example,
the income of a DG owner is from the sell of the generated energy, and from com-
pensation from the curtailed energy if it is applicable. The connection cost of a DG
owner can be due to the connection line only or due to the connection line and the
reinforcement of the existing grid. If the DG owner tries to maximise its income or
minimise the connection cost, different regulation on curtailment and connection
charge can have a direct impact on the decision. Therefore, an investigation of
the relationship between economic regulation and network investment interests DG
developers as well.

1.2 Motivation

In deregulated power systems, power system operators transit from cost-based regu-
lation to incentive-based regulation. On the one hand, this transition can impact on
DSOs’ investment decisions [16]. Incentive-based regulation has shown an impact
on short-term innovation and DSOs’ cost reduction, but the impact on the long-
term infrastructure investment has proven to be limited [11]. On the other hand,
incentive regulation should be designed to encourage efficient long-term infrastruc-
ture investment to achieve a sustainable energy sector [16]. Moreover, investments
are closely related to the services that the company offers and the price of them. In
order to keep or even improve the service quality, incentive-based regulation is com-
plemented by quality standards and performance incentives. Investigating metrics
for the quantification of the most important performances is recommended by the
Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) [17]. Therefore, it is important
to analyse and quantify the interplay between the economic regulation, network
investment and network performance.

The worldwide increase in DG integration is another motivation. The economic
benefits of DG can not be ignored. DG integration has the potential benefits of
improving system reliability, efficiency [18], and deferring network investments [9–
11]. By allowing DG curtailment, the network investment decreases [15]. Therefore,
regulations of DSOs should recognize the impact of DG on DSO’s performance and
investment [5]. Furthermore, the EU Electricity Directive Article 14/7 requires that
DSOs should consider DG integration as an alternative to network expansion [3].
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Therefore, it is important to analyse the system with DG integration.
Many empirical studies, such as [19–21], are found regarding incentive regu-

lation in distribution networks. The impact is analysed when the regulation has
been implemented and statistical methods are used. The main drawback of ex post
methods is that it can not be used to anticipate the impact of different regula-
tions in different power systems. Besides ex post empirical studies, some studies
using an engineering modelling approach considering the incentive revenue regu-
lation in power systems ex ante are also found, such as [11, 22–25]. However, the
DSOs in these models select the type, size and location of wind turbines to be
allocated, the economic regulation is not considered in the investment decision, nor
the cost associated with network infrastructure is not considered. Therefore, a new
network investment model is needed to analyse the interplay between economic
regulation and network investment ex ante and it should be formulated considering
the deregulation, the economic regulation, and DG curtailment and DG connection
regulation.

1.3 Aim and scope of the thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to evaluate the impact from regulations on
the distribution network investment. In other words, this thesis aims to develop
methods to assist regulators to design desirable regulations to encourage the DSOs
to make the “smart” decisions; and to assist DSOs to build the “right” line in the
“right” place at the “right” time considering the current regulation. In order to
achieve that, four steps which are formulated as research questions are divided.

Q.1. How to model the network investment in deregulated power systems?

In deregulated power systems, most of the generators are not owned by the
DSOs. The DG connection is decided by the DG owners. The DG owners
apply for connections in a certain area first. Then the DSO performs the
investment analysis for different connection possibilities. Given the cost in-
formation and curtailment possibilities, it is the DG owners who decide which
connection line to be implemented. Generation units are not operated by the
DSO, therefore, in the investment analysis generation from the DG should be
modelled as input for the DSO, instead of optimizing the generation, location
or sizes of DG.

Q.2. How to consider the uncertainties from DG and load in network investment?

A traditional way of investing in the network infrastructure is to dimension
the network for the “worst case” of the load profile, which is usually the highest
load case. With more and more DG in the network, the “worst case”, which can
be when the load is the highest or the DG is the highest, is no longer as obvious.
Furthermore, the generation from some renewable sources can vary a lot in a
short time, for example wind power, some degree of DG curtailment could be
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tolerated in the planning stage. Therefore, more scenarios that represent the
generation and load should be considered.

Q.3. How to make the optimal investment in the network?

With the development of demand side management technologies and the in-
creased application of communication technologies in power systems, many
other options are available to invest in the network instead of building electric
lines. For example, to invest in monitoring the temperature and wind speed
around the electrical instruments. The capacities of electrical equipments vary
with the wind and temperature. With the on-line information about the wind
and temperature, their capacity could be calculated more precisely instead of
using a conservative capacity value all the time. Another investment alterna-
tive is to increase the elasticity of the demand, so the demand could decrease
or increase instead of investing in the capacity of the electrical lines and gen-
eration reserves. Therefore, a comprehensive cost analysis could help the DSO
make the optimal choice.

Q.4. Do the current economic regulation send out incentives for the “smart” network
investment?

The economic regulation needs to be modelled in order to evaluate and quan-
tify its impact on the network investment. Furthermore, the network perfor-
mances under different regulatory settings need to be quantified, so that the
effectiveness of economic regulation can be estimated. To model the link be-
tween the regulation and network investment is the challenge. The regulations
this thesis focuses on include revenue cap regulation, performance regulation,
and DG curtailment and connection regulation. The impacts this thesis fo-
cuses on are the impacts on investment in network infrastructure and network
performance improvement, and on network performances.

The answers to these questions are pursued through developed models which
combine the technical aspects and economic regulatory aspects.

1.4 Contributions

In order to answer the above research questions, related research papers are re-
viewed, relevant methods are adopted and modified, novel methods to evaluate the
regulation impact are proposed.

In summary, the contributions of this thesis include:

1) A literature review focusing on distribution network investment methods in the
deregulated power systems and with consideration of DG integration.

The formulation of the network investment problem is explicitly discussed. The
formulation that considers the regulation and the increasing amount of DG is
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lacking attention in the literature. Ignoring these practical aspects may lead to
unrealistic results and inaccurate indications.

2) Modelling of the revenue cap regulation and its impact on network investment.
Revenue cap regulation is a common form of incentive-based regulation in power
systems. It regulates the allowed total revenue of DSOs. Some studies that
use a modelling approach considering the incentive revenue regulation in power
systems ex ante are found, however, the network infrastructure investment is
highly simplified. In this thesis, the modelling of the revenue cap regulation is
developed in a way that can be integrated into the proposed network investment
model.

3) Modelling of performance regulations which includes performance indicators of
thermal losses and load factors, and their impact on network investment.
These network performance indicators are implemented in Sweden (from year
2016 to 2019) and they are in line with the efficiency goal identified by the
Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER). Their impact on network in-
vestment has not been quantified earlier.

4) Modelling of DG curtailment regulation and DG connection regulation, and their
impacts on network investment.
DG curtailment and connection regulation directly affects the DG integration
level, the network investment, and DG location. These effects may counteract
each other if these regulations are not coordinated. A model to consider all these
aspect is proposed and novel.

5) A comprehensive mix-integer linear optimisation model for distribution network
investment.
The model considers resistance and reactance of the lines, possible line and sub-
station updates in the existing network in multi-period, the possible new paths
for the DG connections, and correlated production from DG and consumption
from load. It is compatible with the above developed models.

6) Assessing the impact of dynamic line rating on DG integration and network
investment.
One way to increase the integration of DG in the existing network is to increase
the utilisation of the existing capacity by using dynamic rating of the capacity.
A novel simulation model is developed to assess the investment in dynamic line
rating for wind power plants connection.

7) Applications of the models with real wind and load data.
The applications demonstrate how to use the models. The optimal network
investment for the DSOs are obtained from the models. Regulatory indications
are inferred from the quantitative results.
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Table 1.1: Distribution of contributions

Contributions Publications ChaptersI II III IV
1) X X X 2,3,4
2) X X 5.2
3) X 5.2
4) X X 5.2
5) X X X 5
6) X 6
7) X X X X 7

1.5 Thesis outline

• Chapter 2 presents background information about incentive regulations, DG
connection regulation and curtailment regulation in distribution systems.

• Chapter 3 presents the studied impact from regulation on network investment
and the methods used in the studies from the literature.

• Chapter 4 provides a literature review on distribution network investment
models considering DG.

• Chapter 5 presents the proposed model to optimise the investment in the net-
work considering uncertainties from DG and load data, different regulations
and reliability evaluation.

• Chapter 6 presents the developed model to assess the investment in dynamic
line rating (DLR) and its application in wind power integration.

• Chapter 7 presents the quantitative results from applying the developed mod-
els.

• Chapter 8 concludes the findings in the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Regulation on distribution systems
with distributed generation

This chapter describes the role network regulation plays in the power systems with
DG. The concerned regulation contains the DSOs’ revenue cap regulation, perfor-
mance regulation, and DG connection and curtailment regulation.

DSOs are natural monopolies, so their revenues and performances have to be
regulated. Traditionally, the revenue of the DSO is based on cost-of-service, also
called rate-of-return scheme, where a predefined rate of return on the capital in-
vestment is guaranteed and other operational costs are passed through. There is
then little incentive for the DSO to minimize the costs. To improve the economic
efficiency, traditional revenue regulation model is not suited any more, one solution
is to implement incentive regulation, which includes revenue cap regulation and/or
performance regulation.

Moreover, in Europe, the unbundling rules, according to the Article 14/7 of
the Directive 2003/54/EC [12], prohibit DSOs from owning generation plants. At
the same time, it is recommended that when planning the distribution network,
DG that might replace the need to upgrade electricity capacity shall be considered
by the DSO. Research has shown that DG can reduce the system losses, improve
voltage profile, enhance system reliability etc [26, 27]. Therefore, regulations of
DSOs should recognize the impact of DG on DSOs’ performance and cost [5].

The growth of distributed generation (DG) is adding complexity to the distribu-
tion network investment and network regulation. Different connection fee schemes
can impact the DSO’s network investment decision and the DG owners’ decisions [5].
Connection charge fee schemes allocates the costs and risks between DG producers
and DSOs [28]. Moreover, DG integration is especially challenging for the genera-
tion from renewable energy with high variability. The network investment can be
based on accommodating the energy produced from DG without curtailment; how-
ever, a part of these investments might be only relevant for a few hours annually

15
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when the generation is much higher than the average. Therefore, energy curtail-
ment is an option to decrease the investment [29]. However, energy producers may
suffer economic losses due to curtailment. Furthermore, curtailing renewable energy
can intuitively be viewed as noneconomical given its low marginal cost. Therefore,
curtailed producers may receive compensation according to energy curtailment reg-
ulation, which defines the compensation rules in terms of the price, the quantity
and the payer. Energy curtailment can be caused by network constraints, secu-
rity constraints in the grid, low electricity price, and strategic bidding [30]. The
curtailment of DG due to network constraints is the focus of this thesis.

2.1 Revenue cap regulation

Under the revenue cap regulation, the maximum yearly revenue that the DSO is
allowed to earn in a year is limited by the revenue from the previous year considering
inflation and performance for a period of several years [4]. These revenues are
adjusted annually due to unexpected events, e.g. extreme weather. The revenue
cap regulation can also be implemented considering DG integration. There are
several proposals in [31] [32] [33] to adjust the allowed revenue for DSOs in order
to encourage them to connect more distributed energy resources (DERs). DG
integration is a part of DER integration. Other DERs can be distributed energy
storage and electric vehicles.

In general, there are three ways to adjust the allowed revenue for DSOs to facili-
tate DER integration, which are presented in eq.(2.1) [34]. The DSO is incentivized
by an increase of their revenue cap by connecting more DER. The component can
be one of three elements: a percentage of the total DER connection cost (α), an
average reward for connected DER capacity (β) or an average reward for DER gen-
eration (γ). In some proposed regulatory schemes in [22], the additional component
can be a combination of those three elements.

Rt = Rt−1 ∗ adjustment factor +


α·ACDER α : (%),

β · PDER β : (AC/kW ),

γ ·GDER γ : (AC/MWh).

(2.1)

where Rt represents the revenue cap in year t, adjustment factor is usually set
by the regulators according to the economic indexes, ACDER represents the DER
connection cost, PDER represents the total installed capacity of DER, and GDER
represents the generation from DERs.

In practice, excess revenue is returned to customers in some way, so that the cap
is achieved ex post [35]. This is also known as a revenue-sharing scheme. Another
way to share profit with consumers is called the sliding scale method which avoids
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a certain level of information asymmetry [31]. The sharing rules is presented in
(2.2).

R = b ∗ revenue cap + (1− b) ∗ cost (2.2)

In Sweden, revenue cap regulation is applied but there is no special incen-
tives for DER integration. The incentives focus on quality and performances. The
components in the Swedish revenue cap for the current regulatory period of years
2016-2019 is illustrated in Figure 2.1 [36]. The DSOs provide information about
their costs and performances to the regulator. The regulator defines the parameters
to calculate the revenue cap. Efficiency change defines the efficiency improvement
requirement on the operations. Depreciation method describes how to depreciate
the capital cost. Return of capital is defined to reward the capital investment. The
quality and network utilization indices are used to quantify the incentives for qual-
ified and efficient network investment. The revenue cap is calculated for each DSO
based on its cost and performances.

The revenue cap defines the maximum total revenue that a DSO can receive for
the regulatory period. The calculation for the allowed return on costs is presented
in [36], the performance incentive from the quality regulation is presented in [37],
and the calculation and motivation for the performance incentives from network
utilization are presented in [38]. A realistic evaluation of the regulatory asset base
is crucial. In Sweden, a standard cost catalogue is implemented [16]. The catalogue
shows standard replacement costs for specific assets.

DSO’s input 
• Controllable cost

Regulator’s 
input 

• Efficiency change

Regulator’s 
output 

• Revenue cap = Allowed return on costs + Adjusted incentives (quality and
network utilization)

• Non-
controllable
cost

• Capital
base

• Performance
measures

(Quality and 
network utilization) 

(Quality and 
network utilization) 

• Depreciation • Return of
capital 

• Performance
indices

Figure 2.1: Swedish revenue cap regulation framework.
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2.2 Performance regulation

In the performance regulation, choosing performance indicators is one of the chal-
lenges. Qualitative analysis on different performance indicators, used in European
countries and proposed ones, are presented in [17]. Some guidelines are also given by
CEER in [17]. CEER selected some performance indicators for further qualitative
analysis in [39]. The selection criteria of performance indicators are:

1. The variation would determine a quantifiable benefits to grid users and in
general, society as a whole;

2. It is possible to determine, measure of calculate, the value of the index in a
sufficiently accurate and objective way;

3. The value of the index can be influenced (even if to a limited extent) by the
network operator or the system operator; this includes metering;

4. The index should be as far as possible, technology neutral.

The performance indicators implemented from January 2016 in Sweden fulfils
all the above criteria and send out incentives to facilitate demand side manage-
ment (DSM) and innovative solutions. They, which have not earlier been analysed
quantitatively in a systematic manner, are modelled and analysed in this thesis.
The performance incentives for distribution networks utilization in Sweden are cal-
culated based on two performance indicators [38]. One is to motivate the DSO to
reduce losses in the network, the other is to motivate the DSO to increase the load
factor.

Network losses can be affected by the DSO’s investment decision. An incentive
to reduce the losses can benefit the network users, since the cost of losses will
be recuperated from them; and can benefit the society, since less energy will be
produced to cover the losses. The economic incentive from loss reduction is shared
by the DSO and the customers. The ratio to share is determined by the regulator.
A similar formulation of incentives for loss reduction can be found in some other
European countries, for example Austria and Spain [39].

The load factor of the network is the ratio between the average power and the
peak power on the feeding point (or connection point) of a distribution network.
It is considered as an index for efficient utilization of the networks in the Swedish
regulation. This is because one effective way of using the network is to level off
the flow profiles, considering there is load and generation in the network. The load
factor defined in the Swedish regulation is the yearly mean value of the daily ratios
during a regulatory period. The higher the ratio is, the smaller the flow variation
on average is during each day. Therefore, the capacity of the network is used more
efficiently. This incentive aims to encourage DSOs to recognize the contribution
from the DG or DSM to the network.

By levelling off the flows in the network, the peak power in the network and also
the losses can be reduced, giving the total energy unchanged. Therefore, it can lead
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to network investment reduction. The loss reduction can be doubly rewarded by
these two incentives. However, they are still different incentives. The loss reduction
incentive provides a static value for the loss reduction at any time; the loss reduction
in the peak load moments provides a more dynamic value for the loss reduction.
Therefore, the loss reduction at times of peak load is more beneficial than that at
other times. This reflects different benefits of the loss reduction at different times.

The performance of the DSO depends not only on DSO’s investment decision,
but also on objective reasons such as the geography of the network, the types of
consumer or DG and the size of the company. In order to limit the impact of the
objective reasons, the Swedish regulator sets a limit on the sum of the economic
incentives each DSO can obtain. More detailed settings in the Swedish performance
regulation are presented in Chapter 5.2.

2.3 Curtailment regulation

Curtailment in this thesis is defined as the difference between the energy that
is potentially available from the generation unit and the energy that is actually
produced. The reasons for curtailment can be categorized into four kinds: network
constraints, security constraints in the grid, excess generation relative to load and
strategic bidding [30]. In the distribution level, the most relevant reason for cur-
tailment is the network constraints. Curtailment due to network constraints can be
interpreted as underinvestment in the network or excess generation. Achieving a
balance between the network investment and DG integration is an important aspect
for designing the curtailment regulation.

Curtailed energy is not always compensated. Energy can be curtailed due to
the low price, either the low electricity market price or green certificate price or
high price to down regulate. This kind of curtailment is generally referred to as vol-
untary curtailment, which is not compensated. Examples of voluntary short-term
curtailment are shown in [30, 40]. Compensation is relevant when the curtailment
is due to the grid limitation. This kind of curtailment is generally referred to as
involuntarily curtailment [30].

Two regulatory options for curtailment due to network constraints are proposed
in [30]. One is referred to as the quantity-regulatory approach. A pre-agreed max-
imum curtailment level is defined by regulators. Until this level no compensation
is needed, while beyond this level, the DSO compensates DG owners’ lost revenue.
The expected curtailment cost up to the pre-agreed curtailment level can provide
locational signals for the DG owners [30]. The other option is referred to as the
price-regulatory approach. A compensation price, which is lower than the electric-
ity price for the DG, is set by the regulator. Therefore, DSOs partially compensate
the curtailment. This approach is expected to speed up the network investment
and leads to an optimal investment where the marginal cost of the network exten-
sion is equal to that of the curtailment expenses [30]. The modelling of these two
regulatory options for curtailment is presented in Chapter 5.2.
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2.4 Connection charge regulation for DG

Connection charge schemes for DG are stated in the regulation. There are in
general three types depending on how the cost of the network connection for DG is
shared between the DSO and the DG owners [41]. One is called shallow connection
charge, which means that the DG owner only pays for the investment from the grid
connection point to the DG. One is called deep connection charge, which means
that the DG owner pays for the connection line and the necessary reinforcement
in the upper stream network. The third one is called the shallowish charge, which
means that the DG owner pays the connection line and part of the reinforcement
in the upper stream network.

The implementation of shallow charges implies for the DSO that it recovers cost
over time, e.g., by means of use of system (UoS) charges. As for DG producers,
the shallow charge scheme is preferable due to lower financial expenses upfront and
lower risk exposure [28]. As for the DSOs, the deep charge scheme is preferable
due to the locational signal for the DG producers and cost coverage [28]. Imple-
mentations of these charging schemes are different in different countries. Even in
the same countries, the charging schemes can be different for different generators.
Some examples are presented in [28, 42, 43]. The modelling of shallow and deep
regulatory options for DG connection charge is presented in Chapter 5.2.



Chapter 3

Literature review on regulatory
impact on network investment and
identified research gap

This chapter describes the recent research related to regulatory impact on network
investment and identifies the research area of this thesis.

This thesis presents the results of interdisciplinary research. It combines regula-
tory economics and power system engineering. The literature focusing on research
areas regarding economic regulations in power distribution is reviewed below. The
literature focusing on research areas regarding power system engineering is pre-
sented in the next chapter.

3.1 Impact from revenue cap regulation

The design of revenue regulation from the point of view of economic theory is dis-
cussed in papers [44,45]. The advantages and disadvantages of different regulatory
schemes are analysed theoretically. It concluded that incentive revenue regulation
is more a complement to than a substitute for traditional approaches to regulat-
ing monopolies. The big difference from incentive-based revenue regulation and
cost-of-return regulation is that the cost information is used more effectively.

Regulatory impact on infrastructure investment is analysed in [35]. The anal-
ysis includes the timing of regulatory reviews, different components of cost that is
allowed to recover and regulatory opportunism. Review studies on how investment
decision in an energy utility changes with the change of regulatory schemes in Eu-
ropean countries can be found in [16, 46]. The studies show that the investment is
sensitive to regulatory settings, such as efficiency requirements, rate of return on
capital investment and values for regulatory asset base.

21
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Moreover, many empirical studies are found regarding incentive regulation in
distribution networks. An empirical model, using input distance functions, is de-
veloped in [19] to estimate the relationship between efficiency gain and investment
under the incentive scheme. A statistical model, Bayesian Model Averaging, is
used in [20] to consider the uncertainty around the response of the regulated firms
to different incentive instruments. Data Envelopment Analysis technique is used
in [21] to study the impact of incentive regulation of quality of service in the UK
distribution networks. Benchmarking analysis is used in [47] to study the impact
of incentive regulation on cost of network security. These studies show the impact
of regulation in real life but after the regulation has been implemented in a specific
system. However, these studies can not anticipate the impact of a different form of
regulation that would be implemented in a different system.

Besides these ex post empirical studies, some studies using an engineering mod-
elling approach considering the incentive revenue regulation in power systems ex
ante are also found. Ex ante methods are more flexible in analysing different forms
of regulation in different systems. A network load flow model and a financial spread-
sheet model are combined to study the incremental net impact of DG on DSOs
in [22]. Different revenue cap regulations with incentives for DG integration are in-
vestigated. However, the physical planning model does not consider the economic
regulation or the investment timing. Distribution network investment strategies
for incentive revenue regulation in a Finnish case are studied in [23]. However,
the method in [23] is to compare the benefit from investment in an energy efficient
transformer with that from the investment in a conventional one.

In this thesis, we use a modelling approach to study the regulation ex-ante. The
link between the regulation and network investment is modelled mathematically.
Furthermore, the developed models can easily be applied into other networks.

3.2 Impact from performance regulation

Different indicators are used in performance regulation. Nine of them are reviewed
in detail in [39]. They are:

• Hosting capacity for distributed energy resources in distribution grid;

• Allowable maximum injection of power without congestion risks in transmis-
sion networks;

• Energy not withdrawn from renewable sources due to congestion and/or secu-
rity risks;

• Measured satisfaction of grid users for the “grid’ services they receive;

• Level of losses in transmission and distribution networks;

• Actual availability of network capacity (e.g. DER hosting capacity) with re-
spect to its standard value;
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• Ratio between interconnection capacity of one country/region and its electric-
ity demand;

• Exploitation of interconnection capacity;

• Time for licensing/authorisation of a new electricity transmission infrastruc-
ture.

These indicators can be used as a revenue driver or monitored. One of the
identified challenges ahead is to incentivize demand response [39].

Besides review papers on performance regulation, some research papers use a
modelling approach to analyse performance regulation. The incentive performance
regulation on network losses in distribution networks in Spain is analysed in [24].
It uses a cost-benefit analysis in a case-to-case manner. The incentive performance
regulation on reliability is studied in [48]. The DSO’s financial risk and incentive
to invest in reliability is analysed when reliability indices are used as performance
indicators. A systematic method to evaluate the impact of the incentive regulation
in the UK is presented in [11]. The DSO in the model selects the type and number of
wind turbines to be allocated. However, this is not always the case in a deregulated
distribution network. Moreover, the network upgrade is not considered in [11].
The analysis is only based on the current network without reinforcement. Network
upgrade solutions are considered in [25] together with specific alternative solutions
(non-traditional network investment solutions); however, the focus is on the network
investment including the specific alternative network upgrade solutions rather than
evaluating the impact of the regulatory framework.

In this thesis, we develop a systematic model to study the Swedish incentive reg-
ulation taking the DG ownership unbundling and the reinforcement in the existing
network into account.

3.3 Impact from curtailment regulation

The advantages of accepting curtailment have been shown in many studies. En-
ergy curtailment regulation combined with active network management is proposed
in [13]. By accepting curtailment in combination with active control systems, more
renewable generation can be accommodated in a distribution grid. It is also shown
that by changing the DG connection point to the grid and curtailment regulations
the capacity factors of wind farms can be greatly increased [14]. Voluntary cur-
tailment has been shown as a good approach to integrating large-scale renewables
efficiently in Germany [40]. Furthermore, voluntary curtailment designed as mod-
ified bilateral contracts in the context of the electricity market has been shown to
increase flexibility in system operation [49]. Some impacts of curtailment regula-
tion have also been studied. For example the impact of curtailment regulation on
generation cost [50] and the impact of curtailment regulation on network invest-
ment [15]. It is shown that by allowing DG curtailment the network investment
decreases [15]; however, only two levels of DG and load are considered. Analysis of
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impacts of different energy curtailment regulations on distribution network invest-
ment, considering the fluctuations from DG and load in the planning periods, has
not been performed to the authors’ knowledge.

Allowing higher curtailment can lead to underinvestment in the network; how-
ever, allowing too low curtailment can lead to overinvestment in the network. Equi-
librium between network investment and energy curtailment is reached when the
marginal network investment cost due to DG is equal to the marginal expected
compensation for the curtailment over the lifetime of the network investment [30].
A remaining challenge to quantify the equilibrium lies in estimating the cost of in-
frastructure investment to accommodate the energy and the value of the curtailed
energy under different energy curtailment regulations. In this thesis, a mathe-
matical model is developed to quantify the equilibrium in different curtailment
regulation settings.

3.4 Impact from connection charges for DG

In the deep connection charge scheme, a connection point with higher hosting ca-
pacity can lead to a lower connection charge. The hosting capacity is defined as
the amount of electricity production that can be connected to the distribution net-
work without endangering the voltage quality and reliability for other grid users
in [39]. In this thesis, the hosting capacity is referred to as the capacity that the
network can integrate without major reinforcement. Therefore, the deep connec-
tion charge sends out a locational signal for the DG owners. However, the DSO
has low incentive to invest in the network since the investment is driven by the
DG connection and the cost is passed through to the DG owners [22]. The shal-
low connection charge can also send out locational signals by adding a locational
compensation [30].

Financial risks for DSOs and DG producers from different connection fee schemes
are analysed in [28]. However, the quantified impact on infrastructure investment
has not been studied. Moreover, the DG curtailment regulation and DG connec-
tion regulation are closely connected. On the one hand, if it is deep connection fee
applied and DG curtailment is not compensated, the regulation may not be so fair
to the DG producers. On the other hand, if it is shallow connection fee applied
and DG curtailment is fully compensated, it may not be fair to the DSOs. There-
fore, the impact from connection fee schemes are studied together with curtailment
regulation in this thesis.

3.5 Summary

One of the remaining challenges in analysing the impact from regulations on net-
work investment is to quantify the impact ex ante and systematically considering
the fluctuating DG and load, and investment in the existing network. One way to
tackle it is to develop a general network investment model which is able to com-
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bine with models for regulations. Using a network investment model combined
with mathematical models for regulations, it is possible to build the link between
a specific regulation and network investment, and the link between several regu-
lations and network investment which include infrastructure investment and other
investment in improving performances.





Chapter 4

Distribution network investment as a
regulated business

This chapter reviews models for distribution network investment that consider DG.
Furthermore, it describes the motivation of developing new methods for distribution
network investment considering regulation.

Many network investment models are found in the literature. They have here
been classified according to their formulations of decisions. One is to decide on ma-
jor investments and the main network configurations in the future systematically.
The investment alternatives are modelled as integer variables in the optimisation.
This is referred to as the network investment optimisation model (NIOM).
NIOMs systematically output the optimal locations and sizes of distribution substa-
tions and feeders in the future. The other one is to decide individual investments
in the near future. The investment alternatives are often modelled as input for
the model. This is referred to as the network investment assessment model
(NIAM). NIAMs are used to assess the cost and benefit of a given investment al-
ternative. The results can be used to compare different investment alternatives for
an individual device, e.g. a substation or a specific purpose, e.g. automatic voltage
control. NIAMs can be used to test all the possible combinations of investment
alternatives, which makes NIAM and NIOM equivalent. However, using integers to
represent investment alternatives is more efficient when the number of combinations
is large.

4.1 Network investment optimisation models (NIOMs)

Distribution NIOMs before year 2000 have been reviewed in [51], and the signifi-
cant shortcomings of previous research in distribution network planning are sum-
marised as: the planning problems (i) were not formulated from a practical point
of view; (ii) ignored or inappropriately applied voltage constraints; (iii) ignored or
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the reviewed NIOMs.

incorrectly quantified reliability issue; (iv) missed budgetary constraints; (v) not
properly address the alternatives on routes and conductor (new and existing) size;
(vi) were solved by not true multi-stage approach that guarantees global optimal-
ity. The coordination of the multi-stage problem is often attained by so-called
forward/backward-path procedure [52–54].

Distribution network planning models after year 2000 which consider DG inte-
gration are reviewed in [55]. It concludes that most of the reviewed methods take
voltage constraints and alternatives on routes into account as in [56–61]. Other
practical issues like budgetary constraints and reliability issues are also commonly
included in the planning formulation as in [59, 60, 62]. Multi-stage approach that
guarantees global optimality has also gain attention, e.g. in [56, 59]. However,
many practical issues, DG unbundling and economic regulation [63, 64], are still
not treated in most of the researches. A flowchart presented in Fig. 4.1 is sum-
marised from the reviewed NIAMs.

4.1.1 Models of uncertainties

Uncertainties in this thesis are referred to as the uncertain power injection from
DG and power extraction from load. Load and DG profiles largely determine the
dimension of the network capacity.
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Uncertainties from the load and DG profiles can be considered by scenarios,
uncertainty sets or fuzzy sets. Scenarios are the representative realisations of the
uncertainty with the probabilities of the realisations; and the uncertainty set covers
the whole range of realisation of the uncertainty, while the fuzzy set permits the
gradual assessment of the realisation. The assessment is often represented by a pos-
sibility distribution function [65]. The method to consider uncertainties is related
to the formulation of the optimisation problem. Scenarios are employed in stochas-
tic optimisation and uncertainty sets are employed in robust optimisation. Fuzzy
logic is useful when the focus is to describe the certainty about the representation
of the uncertainty 1.

The uncertainty set has been applied to model DG and load profiles in active
distribution network 2 planning [66, 67], in generation expansion [68], and in dis-
tribution system reconfiguration [69]. In addition, the uncertainty set has been
applied to model the load profile in unit commitment [43,70,71], in network capac-
ity expansion [72]. The fuzzy set has been applied to model the load profile in many
optimal network planning studies, such as [65,73,74]. However, to apply fuzzy sets
on modelling the output of load and generation leads to fallacies concerning the
interpretation of the results, because fuzzy sets are based on vague definitions of
sets, not randomness [75].

In distribution network planning, scenarios are the dominating method to con-
sider uncertainties. Most of research papers use a few load levels as scenarios, for
example [15,56–59]. The uncertainties at each load level are ignored in these studies.
Uncertainties within the load/DG levels are considered in some studies, for example
in distribution network planning [76,77] and transmission network planning [78,79].

In this thesis, the uncertainties in different load/generation levels are consid-
ered by scenarios. Considering the uncertainty can improve the accuracy of the
calculation for curtailment and losses, and reduce the chance of over-dimension the
capacity.

4.1.2 Decision variables

Desired decision variables differ from one to another, they can be substation loca-
tion, feeder routing and conductor sizing [51,80]. Generally in the network planning
process, the DSO chooses the network structure, equipment types and disconnec-
tor placement to connect DG into the system. In many papers ( [59,60,81]) radial
structure is set as a goal to ensure. However, inteconnective and ring network struc-
tures are sometimes considered more economical and reliable than radial network
structure [61]. A hybrid structure proposed in [82] is proved to increase the DG con-
nection. The differences among network structures are beyond this review. Once
the connection structure is decided, equipment such as the transformer, power lines

1Wikipedia-fuzzy logic
2Active distribution network is defined differently in different research papers. The main

concept is that the DSO has more control in the network and the network users (both consumers
and producers) can provide flexibility.
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and switch gears, as well as the disconnectors are optimised [61]. In [83] equipment
consists of substations, transformers, MV feeders and LV conductors. Further-
more, rewiring and installation of new feeders [59,60,81], installation of protection
devices [59], expansion capacity of existing substations [81] can also be set as vari-
ables.

These decisions can be modelled only for one time period which is the end of
the planning horizon, or for different time periods long the planning horizon. The
former is referred to as single-period decision; the latter is referred to as multi-
period decision. This term is different from multi-stage in stochastic programming,
in which a decision is made at each stage considering the unveiled uncertainty in
the previous stages 1.

In this thesis, the problem is formulated as a two-stage stochastic program-
ming with recourse. The first-stage variables represent the decisions that must be
taken before the realisation of the uncertain data, such as infrastructure invest-
ment. These investments are for different time periods and may be implemented in
the next stage. The second-stage decisions, or recourse, represent real-time system
operation within the constraints dictated by the investment decisions.

4.1.3 Models of regulation

DSOs are regulated monopolies. To model their investment decision can not ignore
the regulation. The regulation impact is evaluated by a modelling approach in this
thesis. Most models in the literature focus on optimally locating DG which includes
the location and size of DG. There is a consensus that optimal location and size
of DG is essential to maximise the benefits of DG and avoid unnecessary network
reinforcements. This is applicable in the countries where the electric power systems
are still vertically integrated or weakly unbundled. In that case, DG installation
and operation are considered as an alternative to facilitate system planning for
the DSOs. DG units can be located in the “right” place and the “right” time by
the DSOs. However, this is not the case in the countries with unbundled electric
distribution systems. In unbundled systems, the DSOs should make the optimal
network investment given the regulation, and the location and sizes of DG. Despite
that location and technologies of DG affect the benefits from DG to the system
[84,85], network investment deals with siting and sizing of distribution substations
and feeders [15], not DG in unbundled electric distribution systems.

Besides the regulation of unbundling, economic regulation is also important to
be considered in the network investment model. Economic regulation in power
systems is relatively young comparing to other monopoly business [35]. Not many
network planning models have taken this aspect into account yet. DG connection
cost regulation is considered in [86]. Revenue cap regulation is considered as a
way to increase DG integration in [5,87]. DG support schemes are investigated for
determining the optimal DG integration level in [88]. DG curtailment is considered

1Wikipedia-stochastic programming
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in many network investment models, e.g. [5, 14, 86], but the relevant regulatory
issues on DG curtailment are not addressed. The interplay between the economic
regulation and network investment has not been modelled systematically.

In this thesis a NIAM is developed to optimally integrate DG in the existing
system and optimally invest in the network considering economic regulation which
are presented in Chapter 2 and 3. The interplay between regulation and network
investment is represented in the mathematical model.

4.1.4 The general formulation of NIOMs

Objectives

Different objectives of the planning problem have been found in the literature.
Most of the planning problems are formulated for the ideal situation where the
DSOs minimise the total cost. The total cost includes capital investment cost of
equipments, annual operating cost and annual cost of power losses [58, 61]. The
supply reliability can also be considered as one part of the objective. For instance,
the objective function includes outage or interruption costs (by applying different
indices) in [59,60,81,83,89,90].

In addition, DG benefits, active power demand reduction from transmission
lines and reliability improvement for DSOs, are included in objective function by
Borges [59] and Khalesi [62]. Due to the importance of reliability, some research
integrated the reliability costs with the fixed and variable costs in the objective
function according to penalty schemes as in [83], and reliability is measured by the
average load curtailment cost in [59]. Some research proposed inclusion of reliability
as a separate objective [51,60].

The objective of the DSO can be decomposed into several objectives, and can
be solved consequently instead of simultaneously, for example in [89] where first
the substation locations, then the feeder sizes, and in the end the outage costs
are optimised. Another way to treat these several objectives is to assign a weight
to each objective, so the sum of the weighted objectives is optimised [60]. This
approach yields one solution per single run of the algorithm. By changing the
weight, it can yield the solution that is tailored to the DSOs.

Meanwhile, some research considers investment, maintenance and operation
costs of DG in the objective function, for example in [62, 91, 92], which is only the
case if DG is owned by DSOs. Thus, a more realistic formulation of the objective
function should take the relevant regulation into account. In this thesis, we assume
that the DSOs maximise their revenues while fulfilling all technical requirements
under the incentive-based regulation in an unbundled power system.

Constraints

Technical requirements are modelled as constraints in the optimisation to guarantee
appropriate network security and supply quality. Some other guidelines for the
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integration of DG are also followed by DSOs. Thermal constraints, voltage rise
or drop effect and short circuit currents rise effects are considered as the most
relevant constraints to the network planning with DG [61]. Note that a proper
formulation should have a practical interpretation on solution. For instance, a
substation location can be optimal due to it is in the center of the load area,
but the distance from the nearest transmission corridor is too far to be practical.
One way to incorporate practical constraints is to limit the planning alternative
solutions to a specific candidate set [51]. For instance, to limit the maximum DG
penetration level, the maximum number of new switches or the maximum number of
line rewiring [59,60]. A set of practical substation location is defined as constraints
in [51]. Furthermore, the maximum capacities of the substations and feeders are
also necessary to be included [59, 60]. As mentioned before, the network structure
is also decided by the DSO if there is no relevant regulation. To ensure the chosen
network structure, the restrictions can be included as parts of the constraints in the
optimisation like in [60, 81]. Otherwise, it can be reflected in load flow calculation
as in [58]. Instead of adding reliability into objective functions, it can be included
as constraints and taking uncertainties into consideration as in [56]. Financial
constraints can also be included as in [56,91]

The technical constraints considered in this thesis are the thermal limits of
the power lines, the capacity limits of the substations and power balance in each
node in the network. In addition, logical constraints such as investment timing are
considered. Furthermore, constraints regarding economic regulations, which are
introduced in detail in Chapter 2 and modelled in Chapter 5.2 are also considered.

4.1.5 The solution method

The solution methods are mainly categorised asmathematical programming methods
and heuristic methods [27, 55, 93]. Mathematical programming finds an optimum
solution by solving a mathematical formulation of the problem. Most used methods
for network planning problem include linear programming, dynamic programming,
nonlinear programming and mixed integer programming [94]. In general the math-
ematical programming methods have a drawback that the final solution is affected
by the initial one due to the use of approximation [90]. The term “heuristic” is used
to describe all those techniques that go step by step generating, evaluating and
selecting alternatives with or without the user’s help [94]. Basic heuristic methods
include genetic algorithms (GA), simulated annealing (SA), expert systems, particle
swarm optimisation (PSO) [93]. Many hybrid approaches have been developed to
solve the network planning problems. Heuristic methods are more and more popu-
lar for solving complex optimisation problems in diverse area, because they highly
approximate solutions close to global one within the given time [93,95]. Generally,
on one hand the mathematical programming methods have the drawback that the
final solution is affected by the initial point due to the use of approximation [90]. On
the other hand, heuristic approaches have no guarantee that an optimum solution
can be found [56].
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In this thesis, linearisation methods developed in [96] are applied to linearise
the problem and the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) is applied to solve
the problem. Non-linear equations are approximated by their first-order Taylor
series. The feasibility of the solution is evaluated with the original non-linear con-
straints and the approximated feasibility area is improved by successively adding
constructed linear constraints. This approach has been extended to consider inte-
gers and was compared with nonlinear ACOPF with integers in standard test sys-
tems [97]. It was shown that the successive linear programming approach usually
finds the solution within 1% of the benchmarking nonlinear ACOPF and decreases
computation time substantially. However, the approach has only been applied to
static power flow studies. We have here extended it to power flow studies consid-
ering many load/generation scenarios.

4.2 Network investment assessment models (NIAMs)

NIAMs are used to decide individual investments in the near future. The considered
number of investment alternatives in NIOMs is fewer than that in NIAMs. For
each predefined investment plan the total cost and network performances, such as
reliability and thermal losses are evaluated. A decision is made based on comparing
the results and the risk attitude the decision maker has. An overview of the process
of NIAMs is presented in Fig. 4.2.

4.2.1 Uncertainties and scenarios

Different methods to generate scenarios for load and DG are found in studies for
NIAMs. In [11,98] scenarios are aggregated from historical data of the DG and load.
Each scenario represents the combination between DG and load and is characterised
by a number of hours over a year. The hourly variations of load and DG and
DG penetration levels are modelled by Monte Carlo simulation technique in [99].
Smaller time-steps are used in NIAMs compared with NIOMs. For example, load
and wind data with a 15-min time-step for a 24-hour horizon is used in [100].

The regulation change in the future is identified as one of the uncertainties in
network investment [5, 11, 23]. Regulatory scenarios are generated to assess the
regulation impact. For example, four regulatory scenarios on how to include DG
impact in the calculation of total allowed revenue in one year are generated in [5].
Regulation on innovative investment in the network that is applied in the UK is
studied in [11]. Different scenarios on the DG regulation are modelled in [86].

In this thesis, the load and DG scenarios are generated from historical data.

4.2.2 The general formulation of NIAMs

Investments to facilitate ANM are often compared with traditional investment al-
ternatives. For example, devices for implementing reactive power control and gener-
ation curtailment are considered in [11]. Energy storage, communication devices for
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart of the reviewed NIAMs.

coordinate tap changers and reactive power dispatch from DG and DG curtailment
are considered as investment alternatives in [100]. Active management investment
options, which are coordinated on-load tap-changer (OLTC) voltage control, energy
curtailment and wind turbines reactive power control, are studied for maximizing
the integrated wind energy in [98]. Furthermore, active management investment
options, which are OLTC voltage control and energy curtailment, are compared
with investment in reinforcing the corresponding feeder in [101]. The operation
models are optimal power flow models which aim to optimise the setting of these
devices, for example OLTC, and DG curtailment. In this thesis, investment in dy-
namic line rating (DLR) is compared with traditional investment. DLR uses the
fact that the capacity of an electric line is inversely related to the temperature of
the line, and provides more realistic capacity limits than the conventional ones.

4.2.3 Results and evaluation

In order to evaluate different investment alternatives, consequences of the invest-
ment alternative, for example the costs, profits and network performances, are
obtained and compared. They are also used as attributes in the decision mak-
ing process which is presented below. The costs for the DSO and the DG owner
are different under the same network investment alternative, therefore, they may
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of developed NIOM with contributions in highlights.

favour different investment alternatives [11]. Profitability of each investment alter-
native, extension investment or replacement investment, is analysed together with
the regulatory impact in [23]. The network performances such as energy losses,
reliability, DG installed capacity and generation curtailment are used in [86, 98].
Voltage quality and emission factors are used in [102]. The performances can also
be monetarised into the total cost, for example, energy losses and reliability are
monetarised into the cost function in [23,101].

Most of the researches aim at presenting the cost and benefit analysis rather than
making a decision. The cost and benefits can be the implementation cost of ANM
and the benefit from ANM, as in [100,102]. Furthermore, the traditional investment
cost is also included and compared, as in [15,103]. Given the future data scenarios
of load and DG, the probability associated with the scenarios, the investment al-
ternatives, the cost and benefit of each alternative, the future regulatory scenarios,
the challenge is to choose the best investment alternative. Three approaches pro-
vided by the decision theory are found to assist the decision maker [104]. The first
one is based on the minimisation of expected cost, the second one is based on the
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Table 4.1: Summary of literature review on NIOMs.

AC OPF
Non-linear DC OPF AC OPF

Linear
Load and
DG

A few levels [59,81,86,91] [61] [56] 1 [88] [15]2 [5]3
More variations
with correlations [100] [77] [102]4 X

Traditional investment
as optimisation variables

Single-period [86]5 [61] [77] [15]
Multi-period [59,81,91] [56] [88] [5]6 X

Unbundling
regulation

DG unbundled [61] [15] [5] X
DG bundled to DSO 7 [59] [86] [81] [91] [77] [88] [102]

DG
curtailment

Allowed and regulated X
Allowed
not regulated [59,86] [77] [102] [15] [5]

DG connection Deep or shallow X
Economic
regulation

Revenue cap [5] X
Performance X

minimisation of the maximum possible cost, and the third one is to draw a stability
area based on the previous two results. Similar method to construct the stability
area can also be found in [57]. In the application of decision theory, a scenario is
referred to as a combination of data profile scenario and regulatory scenario. In
this thesis, the cost and benefit analysis is used to compare the investment in DLR
with in traditional alternatives.

4.3 Summary of the review on network investment methods

4.3.1 Identified research gap in NIOMs

This chapter concludes that most of the existing NIOMs ignore the variations and
correlations from load and DG, regulatory issues such as DG curtailment, DG
connection and economic regulation. A summary of references is presented in Table
4.1.

A model that can consider all the aspects that are marked with “X” in Table
4.1 has not been found in the literature to author’s best knowledge. Some models
have considered some of the aspects, but very few researches have addressed eco-
nomic regulation in the network planning model. Furthermore, benchmark costs
for investments other than investing in infrastructure to improve the performances,
which are incentivized by the regulators, have not been found. Therefore, a new
and comprehensive model is developed as shown in Fig. 4.3 where the contribution
in each module of the model is highlighted.

1DG is not considered
2Voltage constraint is not considered
3Linearisation method is not clear
4The absolute value of voltage magnitudes is approximated by its real value.
5If DG curtailment fails, a network upgrading strategy is applied
6Investment is required if DG curtailment is more than 2.5%
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Table 4.2: Summary of literature review on NIAMs.

DG curtailment DLR
Load and DG variations with correlations [102] [100] [107] [14] [103] [11] -
Traditional investment
as a separate problem

ANM cost [107] [103] [11] -
traditional investment [102] [107]1 [103] -

DG Curt.Reg. [100] [14] -

ANM investment alternatives

• DG curtailment

• Dynamic line rating (DLR) Or
Traditional investment alternatives

• Electrical lines with static line rating

Network data

• Load

• Distributed wind
generation

• Existing electrical
instruments

Network operation model
Life cycle cost analysis for all investment alterna-
tives

Results

• DG curtailment

• Total investment cost

• Total profit

Analysis

• Show the advantages of investing in DLR

• The maximum implementation cost

correlated input data

models of DLR

Figure 4.4: Flowchart for the developed NIAM with contributions in highlights.

4.3.2 Identified research gap in NIAMs

NIAMs that consider DG curtailment as ANM, and the load and DG uncertainties
are summarised in Table 4.2. DG curtailment is often addressed without considering
the curtailment regulation. The DG connection regulation and incentive regulation
are still not addressed in the literature to the author’s knowledge. Furthermore,

7A comprehensive review on this topic can be found in [105] [27,106]
1Traditional investment is presented in a separate paper [15]
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DLR as a way of ANM has not been addressed for distribution system with DG
either. DLR allows better usage of the line capacity by taking advantages of the
weather effect.

A NIAM is developed here to consider DLR as a way of ANM. The cost sav-
ing and curtailed energy are analysed to present the value of applying DLR. An
overview of the developed model is shown in Fig. 4.4 where the contributions are
highlighted.
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Chapter 5

The developed network investment
optimisation model (NIOM)

This chapter describes the developed network investment optimisation model (NIOM)
for evaluating different regulations.

A NIOM is developed to anticipate the DSOs’ investment decisions under differ-
ent economic regulations and their expected performances. The model establishes
a quantitative link between the regulation and the network investment and perfor-
mance. The main advantages of using the modeling approach are that it quantifies
the interaction between the economic regulation and investment mathematically
and it is applicable to different systems with different regulations. By changing

Input data model
   Section 5.1

Regulation
model
 Section 5.2

Solution 
method
Section 5.4

Solutions

   NIOM
Section 5.3

Reliability model
      Section 5.5

Figure 5.1: The outline of the developed NIOM.
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the regulatory schemes and the parameter setting in a specific regulation, the de-
cisions and performances of DSOs are obtained from the model. The overview of
the models is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The NIOM consists of four modelling modules,
modelling of regulation, modelling of input data, modelling of network investment
and modelling of reliability.

The model formulation starts from analysing and modelling relevant regulations.
The objectives, variables and constraints are chosen with the consideration of the
regulation. At the same time, the data input model is chosen in order to consider
uncertainties and correlations in the planning horizon. Different models to represent
the load and DG uncertainty can impact the investment model formulation as well.
When the network investment model is formulated, a suitable solution method is
used to find the optimal solution and the solution pool. The solution method can
affect the formulation of the model. For example, in this thesis, we use a linear
method to solve the problem and it requires the model to be formulated accordingly.
Last but not the least, reliability indices are calculated for the selected solutions
by a reliability model. The solutions in the solution pool are used as alternatives if
the reliability of the optimal solution is not satisfying.

In this thesis, the incentive-based regulations, including revenue cap regulation
and performance regulations, are modelled and evaluated. Curtailment regulation,
connection fee regulation for DG are also modelled and evaluated. We use scenario
technique to model the uncertainties. Copula functions are applied to generate
correlated inputs from load and DG. This leads to a stochastic optimisation formu-
lation, more specifically, a two-stage decision making optimisation with recourse.
The decision variables are used to model the investment decisions that are made at
the first stage under uncertainties of load and DG.

The investment decisions considered in the model are choices of new DG connec-
tion routes, conductors of the connection lines, substations updates and reinforce-
ments in the existing lines. These decisions as well as the optimal timing of these
decisions are represented by integer variables. When the uncertainty is disclosed,
the second stage decisions are taken. In this model, the second stage decisions are
the timing and amount of DG curtailment and the imported energy from the upper
stream grid. Load shedding is assumed not to be allowed. These decisions depend
on the current in each line and voltage in each node, which are determined when
the uncertain load and DG production are realized. Some of the variables can also
be used to evaluate the DSOs’ performances.

The investment model considers essential network constraints such as voltage,
thermal limits, power flow balance, regulatory constraints identified from the regula-
tion modelling module and other logical constraints for the investment alternatives.
A successive liner programming approach [96] is adopted to linearise the AC power
flow constraints. The linear programming approach is chosen for the computation
advantages, especially in solving problems with integers.
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5.1 Modelling of input data uncertainties

5.1.1 Motivation for the chosen modelling approach

The network infrastructure investment largely depends on the load and DG profiles
in the system. Some articles, for example [15, 56–59], have used single or a few
levels of loads and DG. However, loads and DG are fluctuating by nature. Hence,
a few levels of loads and DG may not provide sufficient information, especially for
the calculation of curtailment and losses. It would be ideal to use time series load
and DG data to represent the fluctuation and correlation. However, these data are
rarely available at each bus in a given distribution system for the planning periods.
Moreover, even if these data are available, the size of the data can be large. This
demands a systematic way of using the available data to capture its fluctuating
nature and the correlation between them. Using marginal distribution to model
the DG and load fluctuation and using copulas to model the correlation between
them are found to be flexible and suited for power systems [108,109].

5.1.2 Modelling the input uncertainties with correlations

In this thesis, we use fitted marginal distributions to model the fluctuation and use
copulas to model the correlation. Historical data of load and DG production is
firstly used to differentiate several levels due to different fluctuation patterns. Take
an example of daily energy consumption in a distribution network in Sweden, which
is shown in Fig. 5.2. Weekdays and weekends show distinguished consumption
patterns, and different seasons show distinguished consumption patterns. Spring
and autumn show similar pattern; so it is not presented in the figure. Therefore, six
groups of load and DG production are identified in this example. This is called time-
dependent stochasticity [75]. The time-dependence of this stochasticity is removed
by distinguishing load levels with different statistical characteristics.

The scenario modelling approach is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. There are four plan-
ning periods in the planning horizon. In the first period, eight groups of the input
data are identified in this example. Each group contains load and DG data of the
same time duration. It is assumed that the groups remain the same in the following
periods. Therefore, the eight groups that identified in the first period evolves to
the next one on a path as shown in Fig. 5.3. If n scenarios are generated for each
groups and there are three planning periods in the planning horizon, it becomes
32*n scenarios. Scenarios in the next planning period consider the growth or de-
crease in load and capacity of installed DG units compared to the previous period.
Therefore, the scenarios evolve to the next period on one path. The number of sce-
narios can largely impacts the computation time. To gain tractability, a scenario
reduction process is applied. A scenario tree can be constructed and reduced by
method described in [110] and [111]. The toolbox SCENRED in GAMS [112] is
used to perform it.
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Figure 5.2: The load pattern for seasons and weekday/weekend.

In order to generate correlated load and DG scenarios for each group, copulas are
applied, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4. The process starts from obtaining marginal
distributions of load and DG which are f(x), g(x) in a group. The marginal distri-
butions are then transformed to the copula space or uniform space by applying the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) transformation [108]. In this uniform space,
the linear correlation between variables is the same as the rank correlation [108].
Samples from these distributions are then used to fit a copula function C(u, v),
indicated by the empty arrows in the figure. The copula function preserves the
correlation between load and DG. The copula is assumed to be chosen by the user
based on their experiences. The most commonly used copulas are the Gaussian
copula for linear correlation, Gumbel copula for extreme distributions, and the
Archimedean copula and the t-copula for dependence in tail [109]. In this thesis,
we choose the Gaussian copula. To obtain fluctuating loads and DG (correlated
load and DG inputs) scenarios in each group, samples are drawn from the copula
function. These samples have the required dependence between load and DG but
they are in the uniform space. Then these samples are transformed back to the
original data space, as indicated by the yellow arrow in the figure. These samples
are referred to as scenarios in this paper.

5.2 Modelling of regulations

The studied regulations are implemented in many countries with different variation.
In this thesis, we use the regulation implemented in Sweden as an example to explain
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the modelling approach. Some variations are also presented.

5.2.1 Modelling of revenue cap regulation

The components in the Swedish revenue cap for the current regulatory period of
years 2016-2019 are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The revenue cap is modelled as two
parts [38]. One part is the adjusted incentives, the other one is the allowed return
on costs. The allowed return on costs which is not influenced by the incentives is
assumed to be defined by the procedure in [36].

R̂EG = R̂+ ω (5.1)

where,

R̂ = Allowed return on costs during the regulatory period

ω = Adjusted incentive during the regulatory period

R̂EG = Revenue cap during the regulatory period
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5.2.2 Modelling of performance regulation

The adjusted incentives consist of performance regulation on quality and network
utilization in Sweden. Quantitative impact from quality regulation has been stud-
ied in [48]; however, quantitative studies on the performance regulation on network
utilization have not been found. The performance incentives for distribution net-
works utilization in Sweden are calculated based on two performance indicators
as presented in Chapter 2. One is to motivate the DSO to reduce losses in the
network, the other is to motivate the DSO to increase the load factor. In this
section, the modelling methods for them are presented.

Incentive for loss reduction

The economic incentive from loss reduction in the Swedish regulation is defined
based on a self benchmark approach. The loss is normalized by the total imported
or exported energy in the network and this normalized loss serves as an indicator
for loss reduction. This indicator is compared with a reference value which is
determined from historical data. The difference is valued by the electricity price.
We refer to this approach as a quantity-regulatory scheme. A similar approach has
been applied in Portugal [113].

The incentive for loss reduction by a quantity-regulatory scheme is modelled
according to the definition in [38]:

ω1 = λloss

(
Eloss0

EQ0
− Eloss

EQ

)
EQ ∗ α (5.2)

where,

ω1 = Incentive from loss reduction during the regulatory period

λloss = Price of energy losses

Eloss0 = Reference value of energy losses

Eloss = Energy loss during the regulatory period

EQ0 = Reference value of the energy flow through the feeding point Q

EQ = Energy flow through the feeding point Q during the regulatory period

α = DSO’s share of benefit from loss reduction

In the developed model, the energy loss is calculated based on power flow equa-
tions, which is only the energy that dissipated as resistive heating in the electrical
equipments. In reality, the losses are defined by two measurements. One is the
measurement on the network user’s side, the other is at the feeding point. The
difference between these two measurement is considered as losses [113]. Therefore,
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the losses that obtained from the measurement contain the losses from resistive
heating, electricity thefts, and not metered electricity consumption, etc. Therefore,
the modelled energy loss is a conservative approximation of the incentives from loss
reduction.

Incentive for load factor increase

In the regulation, the economic incentive from the load factor increase is related
to the network fee DSOs paid to the upper stream grid. This fee is normalized
by the total imported or exported energy in the network. This normalized sum is
compared with a reference value which is determined from historical data. If the
sum increases, the incentive is set to zero. If the sum decreases, the incentive will
increase accordingly with the load factor. This sum can decrease due to wind power
integration [114]. The incentive for network load factor increase is defined as [38]:

ω2 =

(
B0

EQ0
− B

EQ

)
EQmfp (5.3a)

mfp =
1

nday

nday∑
day=1

P avgday

P̂day
(5.3b)

where,

ω2 = Incentive from network load factor increase during the regulatory period

B0 = Reference value of the fee paid to the upper stream grid

B = Fee paid to the upper stream grid during the regulatory period

mfp = Load factor at the feeding point

P avgday = Average power at the feeding point in a day during the regulatory period

P̂day = Peak power at the feeding point in a day during the regulatory period

nday = Number of days

We model the network fee paid to the upper stream grid by two parts [103]; one
part is related to the subscribed capacity, the other part is related to the transported
energy as shown in (5.4). The subscribed capacity is decided by the DSO for the
coming years. It is assumed that the DSO always subscribes the capacity according
to the peak power in the network. The price of the network fee to the upper stream
grid is assumed unchanged from the reference years and the considered regulatory
period. In order to model this incentive (5.3a) linearly, the load factor at the load
point is used. Modelling the load factor at the load point is also reasonable, because
the DSM devices are implemented at the load points. The load factor at the load
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point and the feeding point are the same if the network is lossless and there is no
DG in the network.

ω2 =

(
βP P̂0 + βEEQ0

EQ0
− βP P̂Q + βEEQ

EQ

)
EQmlp

=

(
P̂0

E0
EQ − P̂Q

)
βPmlp

(5.4)

where,

βP = Network fee for the subscribed peak power to the upper stream grid (AC/kW, yr)

βE = Network fee for the consumed energy to the upper stream grid (AC/kWh)

P̂0 = Reference value of the peak power at the feeding point

P̂ = Peak power at the feeding point during the regulatory period

mlp = Load factor at the load point

The limit on the total incentive

The limit on the total economic incentive each DSO can obtain is defined as a
percentage (γinc) of the allowed return on costs in the Swedish regulation [38].
Furthermore, the incentive for the load factor is only counted if it is positive. These
constraints are shown in Fig. 5.5 and modelled as follows:

ω =


γinc ∗ R̂, if ω1 + ω′2 ≥ γinc ∗ R̂

ω1 + ω′2, if − γinc ∗ R̂ ≤ ω1 + ω′2 ≤ γinc ∗ R̂

−γinc ∗ R̂, if ω1 + ω′2 ≤ −γinc ∗ R̂

(5.5)

where,

ω′2 =

{
ω2, if ω2 ≥ 0

0, if ω2 < 0
(5.6)

In order to model the constraint (5.5) linearly, two positive variables (Z1, Z2)
are introduced with a penalty in the objective function:

ω = ω1 + ω′2 (5.7a)

−γinc ∗ R̂ ≤ ω + Z1 − Z2 ≤ γinc ∗ R̂ (5.7b)

R̂EG = R̂+ ω + Z1 − Z2 (5.7c)
Z1 ≥ 0 (5.7d)
Z2 ≥ 0 (5.7e)
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Figure 5.5: The limits on the total incentive.

In order to model the constraint (5.6) linearly, a binary variable (Dpos) are
introduced.

ω′2 ≤ Dpos ∗M (5.8a)
ω′2 ≤ ω2 + (1−Dpos) ∗M (5.8b)

5.2.3 Modelling of DG curtailment

Two variations of curtailment regulation are modelled. The curtailed energy in the
system is assumed to be regulated by either the quantity-regulatory approach or
the price-regulatory approach, as introduced in Chapter 2. If it is regulated by
the quantity-regulatory approach, the cost of curtailment (Ccurt ) is based on the
curtailment that is above the pre-agreed maximum curtailment level. This excess
part is modelled by positive variables gn,cmt as shown in (5.9a). γcur is the pre-agreed
maximum curtailment level as a share of available DG. (5.9a) is valid for each DG
unit in each planning period. If it is regulated by the price-regulatory approach,
the total curtailed energy is the sum of the curtailed energy in all scenarios, as
shown in (5.9b).∑

sc∈Nsc

Pn,cur
t,sc ∗ Pbsc ∗ τt − gn,cm

t ≤ γcur
∑

sc∈Nsc

Pn
t,sc ∗ Pbsc ∗ τt n ∈ NDG (5.9a)

∑
sc∈Nsc

Pn,cur
t,sc ∗ Pbsc ∗ τt = gn,cm

t n ∈ NDG (5.9b)

where,

γcur = Maximum curtailment percentage.

Pn,curt,sc = Curtailed power in planning period t and scenario sc on node n.

Pbsc = Probability of scenario sc.

τt = Time duration of planning period t.
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Pnt,sc = Available power in planning period t and scenario sc on node n.

gn,cmt = Curtailed energy from node n that is compensated in planning period t.

5.2.4 Modelling of DG connection and unbundling regulation

In the unbundled power systems, the connection lines of DG are decided by the DG
owners instead of the DSOs. In the deep connection fee regime, it is assumed that
DG owners choose connection lines which have the least price offered by DSOs and
that DSOs offer a price which is equal to the cost. Therefore, in this case the lines
to connect DG are determined by the cost for DSOs or the profit of DSOs. The
connection lines are then determined by the network investment model. However,
in the shallow connection fee regime, DG owners choose connection lines from
their own interest. Modelling DG owners’ interest is outside the scope. Therefore,
the connection lines are treated as given parameters. This enables the model to
minimise reinforcement cost on the network given the connection lines that DG
owners propose.

5.2.5 A summary of the models

A summary of modelling these four kinds of regulation is presented in Table 5.1.
In reality each power system is under a combination of regulations.

Table 5.1: A summary of modelled regulations

Regulatory issues Modelling
Revenue cap regulation (5.1)
Performance regulation
– losses Reward and penalty (5.2)

Performance regulation
– load factors Reward only (5.4) (5.8)

Performance regulation
– the total Limited incentive (5.7)

Curtailment regulation Quantity-regulatory (5.9a)
Price-regulatory (5.9b)

DG connections/unbundling Deep DG connection lines
as output

Shallow DG connection lines
as input
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5.3 Formulation of the developed NIOM

The distribution network infrastructure investment is modelled as a two-stage de-
cision making optimisation problem with recourse. The first stage investment de-
cisions are made under uncertainties of load and DG. When the uncertainty is dis-
closed, the second stage decisions are taken. The investment model presented here
considers essential network constraints such as voltage, thermal limits and power
balance. It is compatible with the economic constraints from economic regulation
as presented in Section 5.2. Some constraints are modelled as linear constraints
according to the algorithm which is applied to solve it.

5.3.1 Variables

The investment decisions considered in the model are the new DG connection
routes and conductors of the connection lines (Dl,al

t , al ∈ AL, l ∈ Kdg), substa-
tions updates (Dn,al

t , al ∈ AL, n ∈ Ns) and reinforcements in the existing lines
(Dl,al

t , al ∈ AL, l ∈ L). Note that the timing of these decisions are also con-
sidered. These variables are made under uncertainties of load and DG, which are
referred to as the first stage decision variables in a two-stage stochastic optimisa-
tion problem. The relations between the stage and the variables are illustrated in
Fig. 5.6.

When the uncertainty is disclosed, which can be any scenario (sc) from 1-n in
Fig. 5.6, the second stage decisions are taken. In this model, the second stage deci-
sion variables are the timing and amount of DG curtailment(P curt,sc ). Load shedding
is modelled but assumed not to be allowed. These decisions depend on the current
in each line and voltage in each node, which are also determined when the uncertain
load and DG production are realized.

5.3.2 Objective function

Two objective functions are modelled in this thesis. One is to minimise the net
present value (NPV) of the total expense in the network as shown in (5.10). The
total expense is the sum of the expense for the network infrastructure and network
operation. Cost minimisation is an ideal case. The solution from it can serve as a
reference value. The other one is to maximise the NPV of the total profit for the
DSO in a regulatory period as shown in (5.11). The profit is the revenue minus the
cost. The revenue is limited by a revenue cap. The solution from profit maximisa-
tion is assumed to be a rational DSO’s decision under incentive regulations.

The capital expenditure (Ccapt ) is determined at the beginning of the planning
horizon and is for the investment of replacement of or updating the existing lines
or substations and installation of new lines. Whether the cost of the connection
lines for DG is included in the capital expenditure depends on the connection charge
regulation, as explained in Section 5.2.4. The connection line cost is included in the
case of deep connection charge, and it is excluded in the case of shallow connection
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Figure 5.6: Scenario fan within the perspective of decision framework.

charge. The expenses for operation in (Copert ) is considered at the beginning of each
planning period. It corresponds to the cost of losses and DG curtailment during
this planning period. However, whether and how the cost of losses and curtailment
are included in the operational expense depends on the economic regulation, as
explained in Section 5.2.3.

min NPV

(
T∑

t=1

(Ccap
t + Coper

t )

)
(5.10)

max NPV

(
T∑

t=1

(Rt − (Ccap
t + Coper

t ))

)
(5.11)

where,

Ccap
t =

∑
l∈R

∑
al∈AL

CR,AL
l,al Dl,al

t +
∑
l∈K

∑
al∈AL

CK,AL
l,al Dl,al

t +
∑
n∈Ns

∑
al∈AL

Cn,alD
n,al
t (5.12a)

Coper
t = Closs

t + Ccur
t (5.12b)

Closs
t =

∑
sc∈Nsc

P loss
t,sc ∗ λloss ∗ Pbt,sc ∗ τt (5.12c)

Ccur
t =

∑
n∈NDG

gn,cm
t ∗ λcur (5.12d)
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5.3.3 Technical constraints

Power balance at each node, Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL), Kirchhoff’s voltage
law (KVL), voltage and thermal limits and logical limits are constraints considered
in this model. Most of the constraints are similar to constraints in a conventional
network planning model such as the one in [56]. The modified parts compared
to [56] are that: (i) correlated load and DG scenarios are considered, (ii) AC power
flow equations are used instead of DC power flow equations, and (iii) DG production
and location are not optimised by the DSO.

The technical constraints for the network investment model are shown as follows.

1. power balance

f(V n
re,t,sc, V

n
im,t,sc, I

n
re,t,sc, I

n
im,t,sc) = (Pn

t,sc−Pn,cur
t,sc )+j∗(Qn

t,sc−Qn,cur
t,sc ) for n ∈ N

(5.13)

2. KCL and KVL

AILre,t,sc = INre,t,sc, Ilre,t,sc =
∑

al∈AL

Il,alre,t,sc l ∈ L (5.14a)

AILim,t,sc = INim,t,sc, Ilim,t,sc =
∑

al∈AL

Il,alim,t,sc l ∈ L (5.14b)

(A>lV
N
re,t,sc)E

l,al − (Rl,alIl,alre,t,cs −X
l,alIl,alim,t,sc)E

l,al = 0 l ∈ L, al ∈ AL (5.14c)

(A>lV
N
im,t,sc)E

l,al − (Rl,alIl,alim,t,cs +Xl,alIl,alre,t,sc)E
l,al = 0 l ∈ L, al ∈ AL

(5.14d)

3. losses

(V NS
t,sc I

NS
t,sc)re +

∑
n∈NDG

Pn
t,sc −

∑
n∈NDG

Pn,cur
t,sc −

∑
n∈NLD

Pn
t,sc = P loss

t,sc (5.15)

4. physical limits

|V N
t,sc| ≤ V N

max (5.16a)

V N
min ≤ |V N

t,sc| (5.16b)

|Il,alt,sc| ≤ I
l,al
maxE

l,al l ∈ L, and |INS
t,sc| ≤ I

NS
maxE

NS ,al (5.16c)

Pn,cur
t,sc ≤ Pn

t,sc, n ∈ NDG (5.17a)
Qn,cur

t,sc ≤ Qn
t,sc, n ∈ NDG (5.17b)
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5. logical constraints∑
t∈T

∑
al∈AL

Dl,al
t ≤ 1 l ∈ R ∪K, (5.18a)

El,al
t ≤ El,al

t−1 +Dl,al
t l ∈ R ∪K, al ∈ AL (5.18b)∑

al∈AL

El,al
t = 1 l ∈ R ∪K (5.18c)

∑
al∈AL

El,al
t ≤ 1 l ∈ Kdg, dg ∈ NDG (5.18d)

∑
t∈T

∑
al∈al

El,AL
t ≥ 1 l ∈ Kdg, , dg ∈ NDG (5.18e)

Constraint (5.13) represents the power balance in each node. It is approximated
by the first order Taylor expansion as shown in (5.19-5.20b). The expansion is
evaluated at a starting point in the first iteration. If the iteration continues, it is
re-evaluated at the previous operation point. They are shown in (5.20a) and (5.20b)
respectively, where the subscription t and sc are not shown for readability.

fp(V
n
re, V

n
im, I

n
re, I

n
im, V

n,d
re , V n,d

im , In,d
re , I

n,d
im ) = Pn − Pn,cur

fq(V
n
re, V

n
im, I

n
re, I

n
im, V

n,d
re , V n,d

im , In,d
re , I

n,d
im ) = Qn −Qn,cur

n ∈ N, d = h− 1

(5.19)

fp = V n,d
re Inre + V n,d

im Inim + V n
reI

n,d
re + V n

imI
n,d
im − (V n,d

re In,d
re + V n,d

im In,d
im ) (5.20a)

fq = V n,d
im Inre − V n,d

re Inim − V n
reI

n,d
im + V n

imI
n,d
re − (V n,d

im In,d
re − V n,d

re In,d
im ) (5.20b)

Constraints (5.14a-5.14b) represent the Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL). Con-
straints (5.14c-5.14d) represent the Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL). Constraints
(5.14c-5.14d) are valid if a line exists between two nodes. A big number M is
added to make sure that only if the line does exist, there is an equality constraint
that represents KVL, as shown in (5.21a-5.21b).

(A>lV
N
re,t,sc)−Rl,alI

l,al
re,t,cs +X l,alI l,alim,t,sc ≤M(1− El,al) (5.21a)

(A>lV
N
im,t,sc)−Rl,alI

l,al
im,t,cs −X

l,alI l,alre,t,sc ≤M(1− El,al) (5.21b)

Equality constraint (5.15) calculates the thermal losses in the system. This is
the difference between the injected energy and the consumed energy. The thermal
loss is an important variable since it can be linked with the incentive performance
regulation. It is also part of the operational cost that used in the reference case
where the total cost is minimised.

Constraints (5.16a, 5.16c) are the upper limits of voltage and current, which are
approximated by linear formulation (5.22) to (5.26). (5.22) represent an octagon
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which is the relaxation of the original circle bound, the same as in (5.23-5.24).
This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.7a. The calculation of the corresponding parameters
(coscut, sincut) can be found in [115]. The bound is tighten iteratively by adding
more tangent lines (also called Kelly’s cutting planes) based on results from previous
iterations as shown in constraint (5.25-5.26). For example, if a solution falls in the
area outside the original bound, which is the circle in this case, a cutting plate is
constructed based on this solution, as shown in Fig. 5.7a. In each iteration, the
cutting planes are calculated for scenarios where there are constraint violations.
The more iteration, the closer the relaxation is to the original set.

coscut ∗V n
re + sincut ∗V n

im ≤ V N
max, n ∈ NLD (5.22)

coscut ∗Il,alre + sincut ∗Il,alim ≤ I
l,al
maxE

l,al, l ∈ L, al ∈ AL (5.23)

coscut ∗INS ,al
re + sincut ∗INS ,al

im ≤ INS ,al
max DNS ,al, al ∈ AL (5.24)

Ṽ n,d
re ∗ V n

re + Ṽ n,d
im ∗ V n

im ≤ (V n
max)

2, n ∈ NLD, d = h− 1, if itdd = 1 (5.25)

Ĩl,al,dre ∗ Il,alre + Ĩl,al,dim ∗ Il,alim ≤ (Il,almax)
2El,al

or / and

ĨNS ,al,d
re ∗ INS ,al

re + ĨNS ,al,d
im ∗ INS ,al

im ≤ (INS ,al
max )2ENS ,al,

l ∈ L, al ∈ AL, d = h− 1, if itcd = 1

(5.26)

The lower voltage limits (5.16b) are not convex sets, therefore accumulating
cutting planes is not applicable. However, in the case of optimal power flow, the
voltage tends to be as high as possible to decrease losses. Therefore, the lower
voltage limits are only considered when a violation occurs, as shown in constraint
(5.27). The cutting plane is added only when there occurs a lower voltage viola-
tion in the previous iteration, as opposed to the other linearised constraints where
cutting planes are accumulated from all previous iterations. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 5.7b. When a solution falls into the inner circle, which violates the lower
limits for the voltages, a cutting plane is constructed based on this solution. In this
case, the constraint (5.27) is added to the next iteration, and the shaded area is
excluded in this iteration.

Ṽ n,d
re ∗ V n

re + Ṽ n,d
im ∗ V n

im ≥ (V n
min)

2, n ∈ NLD, d = h− 1, if itxd = 1 (5.27)
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(a) Adding cutting plates for a convex region(b) Adding cutting plates for a concave region

Figure 5.7: Approximations of the feasible set.

Constraints (5.28a) and (5.28b) are necessary in this iterative linear algorithm.
They are used to control the voltage differences between iterations for each scenario.
These constraints prevent periodic behaviour in iterations [116].

−2 ∗ V n
max(a/h

b) ≤ V n,d
re − V n

re ≤ 2 ∗ V n
max(a/h

b), n ∈ NLD, d = h− 1 (5.28a)

−2 ∗ V n
max(a/h

b) ≤ V n,d
im − V n

im ≤ 2 ∗ V n
max(a/h

b), n ∈ NLD, d = h− 1 (5.28b)

Constraint (5.17) ensures that the curtailment is not more than the DG pro-
duction.

Constraints from (5.18a) to (5.18e) show the logical constraints for the invest-
ment and availability of each branch and alternatives. Equation (5.18a) shows
that maximum one investment on each branch (and substation) is permitted in the
planning horizon. Equation (5.18b) shows that the alternatives for replacement
or connection branches (and substation) are available only after the corresponding
investment has been done. Equation (5.18c) shows that only one alternative of
replacement branches will be available in a period. Equation (5.18d) shows that
at most one branch among the connection branches is built to connect DG in one
period. Equation (5.18e) shows that all DG should be connected in the end of the
planning period.
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Formulate and solve MILP subproblem: 

Obj. (5.10) or (5.11) 
s.t. constraints of economic regulation;
linearized technical constraints (5.14a-

b, 5.15, 5.17a-5.18e, 5.20a-5.28b). 

Optimal Solution 

Initialization 
(5.13) 

Stopping 
criteria 

Update the linearized 
constraints (5.20a-b, 
5.25-5.28b) 

h=0 

h=h+1 

No 

Yes 

Formulate the network investment model 

Obj.  (5.10) or (5.11) 

s.t.  incentive regulation(5.1-5.2, 5.4, 5.7-5.8)
curtailment regulation(5.9a, 5.9b) 
 technical constraints(5.13-5.18e) 

Figure 5.8: Outline of the solution method for NIOM.

5.4 The solution method

Considering regulation model, input model and network technical constraints, the
network investment optimisation model is formulated. The outline of the solution
method is illustrated in Fig.5.8. The objective function is formulated as (5.10) or
(5.11). Three blocks of constraints are considered: constraints that are related to
incentive regulation (5.1-5.2, 5.4, 5.7a-5.8b), constraints that are related to cur-
tailment regulation (5.9a-5.9b), and technical constraints (5.13-5.18e). Technical
constraints (5.13,5.14c-5.14d,5.16a-5.16c) are nonlinear. The whole problem is non-
linear with integer. The optimisation problem is solved by successively linearizing
the nonlinear constraints until the solution is satisfying. The nonlinear constraints
(5.13,5.14c-5.14d,5.16a-5.16c) are linearised by (5.20a-5.28b).

The algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.9. The starting values for current are calcu-
lated by (5.13) assuming there is no curtailment and the unit node voltage. Given
the starting value, the first mix-integer linear problem (MILP) problem is formu-
lated, in which the objective function is (5.10) or (5.11) subject to linearised con-
straints (5.20a-5.28b) and linear constraints (5.14a-5.14b, 5.15, 5.17b-5.18d, 5.1-5.2,
5.4, 5.7a-5.9b). Solve this MILP. Results are checked with the original nonlinear
constraints (5.13). The mismatches between the calculated power (from the node
voltage and current) and the given power on each node, the maximum and average
voltage violations on each node are used as stopping criteria for the iteration. The
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Initialization (h=0,ϕmin = ∅,ϕmax = ∅);
Solve MILP with a flat start;
while solution not feasible or stopping criteria not true do

ϕmin = ∅;
if convex constraints infeasible then

reset the evaluation point;
add cutting planes to ϕmax;

end
if concave constraints infeasible then

reset the evaluation point;
add cutting planes to ϕmin;

end
if solution feasible then

reset the evaluation point;
end
solve MILP

end

Figure 5.9: The iterative algorithm.

feasibility according to the original feasible area is then checked. If the infeasibil-
ity occurs due to violations of the original constraints (5.16a-5.16c), the evaluation
points of the Taylor series approximation is reset to be within the original con-
straints and tangential cutting planes are added to reduce the infeasible set [117].
If it is the convex constraints, (5.16a, 5.16c), cutting planes are constructed, as
shown in (5.25,5.26) and added to the set ϕmax. If it is the concave constraints,
the lower limits on node voltages (5.16b), other cutting planes are constructed, as
shown in (5.27), and added to the set ϕmin and this set is reset to empty in the
beginning of the next iteration. If there is no infeasibility occurs, the evaluation
point is reset to be the optimal solution from the previous iteration. The iteration
continues until the solution satisfies the mismatch tolerances. The convergence
study can be found in [116, 117]. In this thesis, we apply the convergence criteria
on the expected value of the mismatch from all scenarios.

5.5 Modelling of reliability

Reliability indices, expected energy not served (EENS), system average interruption
duration index (SAIDI) and system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI)
are calculated for the obtained systems. Since reliability requirements are not
modelled explicitly in the optimization model, the optimal solution may be less
desirable when the cost of reliability is considered. Therefore, a solution pool with
several best solutions in the optimization are saved to further study the system
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reliability.
The switching devices in the system which are used for preventing the extension

of failure in the system and maintenances, are not modelled and therefore the
reliability is evaluated through a compromise solution between an upper and a
lower bound on the reliability level. The upper bound is calculated assuming that
no switching devices are installed in the network, while the lower bound is calculated
assuming that all branches are equipped with switching devices. The compromise
is modelled by an improvement coefficient [53]. It is a coefficient to simulate the
effect of a compromise solution in switching device location. The reliability level is
estimated by an analytical method considering all line failures, one at a time, and
load levels [59, 81]. DG units are considered as alternative supplying sources when
an outage occurs [81]. The simulation steps are summarized as:

1. Select a solution file from the pool.

2. Obtain the network configuration in a planning period.

3. Select a load/DG scenario and a failure event.

4. Evaluate the upper bound and lower bound of reliability indices given the
failure rate and restoration time.

5. Repeat step 3-4 for all scenarios and all failure events in the planning period.
The expected value for those indices are calculated per period.

6. Repeat 2-5 for all planning periods. An improvement coefficient is defined to
calculate the estimated reliability indices.

7. Repeat 1-6 for all solutions





Chapter 6

The developed network investment
assessment model (NIAM)

This chapter describes the developed NIAM for network planning considering invest-
ing in dynamic line rating. The developed dynamic line rating calculation model is
also presented.

6.1 Modelling of line capacity

A general DLR calculation model is developed based on the standard line capacity
calculation. It is simplified and easy to be implemented.

6.1.1 Standard line capacity calculation

IEEE standard 738 [118] gives a standard formula for calculating the current of
bare overhead conductors. It is based on steady-state heat balance:

I =

√
qc + qr − qs

Rc
(6.1)

where qc is the convective cooling, qr is the radiative cooling, and qs is the solar
heating. Rc is the resistance of the conductor at temperature Tc. Solar radiation is
neglected and the variation of resistance is neglected for the line capacity calculation
in this paper. The line capacity can be calculated as below [118]:

IDLRmax ≈ max (6.2)

61
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√
[1.01 + 0.0371 ∗ (

D∗ρf∗v
µf

)0.52] ∗ [kf ∗Kangle ∗∆T ]
√
Rc

;√
[0.0119(

D∗ρf∗v
µf

)0.6] ∗ [kf ∗Kangle ∗∆T ]
√
Rc

where ∆T = Tc − Ta. D is the conductor diameter, ρf is the density of air at
temperature Tf (Tf = Tc+Ta

2 , where Tc and Ta are conductor temperature and
ambient air temperature respectively), v is the speed of air stream at conductor,
µf is the dynamic viscosity of air at temperature Tf , kf is the wind direction factor
at temperature Tf , Kangle is the parameter represents the angle between wind speed
and the conductor axis. The formula above corresponds to low wind speeds, while
the one below corresponds to high wind speeds. However at any wind speed, the
larger of the two value is used [118].

The line capacity in reality is varying with many parameters as shown in (6.2),
however, it is useful to simplify it to be easily implemented for electric power system
planning and operation. In general, there are two ways to simplify the capacity
calculation, SLR and DLR.

6.1.2 Calculation of static line rating (SLR)

SLR needs the parameters from a scenario, which usually is the worst scenario con-
sidering the worst possible conductor temperature, the ambient air temperature and
the wind speed. For example, Engineering Recommendation (ER) P27 [119] pro-
poses to calculate seasonal thermal ratings using assumed temperatures for different
seasons and for a constant wind speed of 0.5 m/s and zero solar radiation [120].
The conventional relations between Tf , µf , ρf and kf can be found in Standard
738 [118].

ISLRmax = (6.3)√
[1.01 + 0.0371 ∗ (

D∗ρf∗vSLR

µf
)0.52] ∗ [kf ∗Kangle ∗∆TSLR]

√
RSLR

where vSLR is the wind speed, ∆TSLR is the temperature difference, RSLR is
the line resistance in the worst scenario. Other parameters depends on Tf also
correspond to the worst scenario.

6.1.3 Calculation of dynamic line rating (DLR)

DLR estimates the line ampacity in real time with monitored weather conditions
taking account of the wind cooling effect [121]. It can be obtained using a variety of
methods: conductor sag and tension monitoring, vibration mode analysis, conduc-
tor temperature and local weather data [122] [121]. Temperature and wind speed
are the parameters that affect DLR significantly, furthermore, the higher the wind
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speed, the higher the wind power production and (simultaneous) transfer capacity.
As for the correlation between temperature and the wind speed are unclear, their
impact on capacity ratio are studied separately. Here a simplified DLR calculation
model is developed based on the assumption that wind impact on the line rating and
temperature impact on that are independent. This is demonstrated as a reasonable
assumption in Paper IV.

The proposed DLR model is based on the the capacity ratio between DLR
and SLR. This ratio (η) is a function of wind speed and temperature, as shown
in (6.4) . The variation of resistance due to temperature is neglected for the line
capacity calculation in this paper. Under the independence assumption, ηv and ηT
are obtained separately.

η(v, T ) =
IDLRmax

ISLRmax

≈ ηv ∗ ηT (6.4)

where ηv is the ratio related to the wind speed, and ηT is the ratio related to
the relevant temperature values. Given the same temperature for DLR and SLR
calculation, all the temperature related parameters (ρf , µf , kf and ∆T ) are the
same for both cases. We also use the wind speed v that is perpendicular to the
conductor, so the wind direction factor Kangle is equal to 1. The parameters to
define ηv can be estimated for both low wind speed (ηlow(v)) and high wind speed
(ηhigh(v)). Note that even the wind speed is very low, the line rating ratio should
not be lower than 1.

ηv = max (6.5)

1;

ηlow(v) ≈ 1

v0.26SLR

∗ v0.26 = α ∗ v0.26;

ηhigh(v) ≈ 0.566

v0.26SLR

(
ρf
µf

)0.04D0.04v0.3 = β ∗D0.04 ∗ v0.3.

where α = v−0.26SLR and β = 0.559
v0.26SLR

(
ρf
µf

)0.04. Conventional vSLR = 0.5, then α ≈
1.1975.

If we further assume that some of the temperature related parameters, ρf , µf
and kf , are the same in the DLR and SLR calculation. Therefore, the value of β is
set by the Tf in SLR calculation. η(v, T ) is derived as:

η(v, T ) = max (6.6)

1;

≈ ηlow(v)

√
Tc − Ta

Tc − TSLRa

= ηlow(v)ηT ;

≈ ηhigh(v)

√
Tc − Ta

Tc − TSLRa

= ηlow(v)ηT .
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where ηT can be expressed as:

ηT ≈

√
Tc − TA
Tc − TSLRa

= γ∆T 0.5 (6.7)

where γ =
√

1
Tc−TSLR

a
and ∆T = Tc − Ta

6.2 Formulation of the developed NIAM

This developed NIAM applies the developed DLR calculation model to analyse
impact from DLR on wind power integration. The main inputs for the analysis
are the wind speed and the ambient temperature. Two outputs produced from
the analysis are investment in wind power connection and curtailed wind power,
which can be used for the decision-making in power distribution. The model is
based on life cycle cost analysis (LCCA). Life cycle cost (LCC) is the annualized
cost of an investment during its entire economic lifetime. LCCA often includes
costs of investments, outages, maintenance, interests and incomes (modelled as
negative costs) [123]. The estimated lifetime is limited by the technical lifetime,
technical developments and expansions in power distribution systems [123]. The
LCCA without considering the incomes is performed as follows in each simulation.

LCCinv = Capex+

LT∑
i=1

Opexi
qi

− R

qLT
(6.8)

q = 1 +
z

100
(6.9)

The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig 6.1. First, as shown in Box a, the
number of simulations(S), the maximum number of wind power plants (NP), the
economic life time of the power plants (LT) and the number of periods in a year
(K) are set. A common way to divide the year is into months, i.e. K = 12. Hence,
there are S ∗LT ∗K generations of stochastic variables for a certain number of WP
plants.

Then, as shown in Box b, stochastic (temperature and wind power production)
inputs are generated in each simulation. To save time without losing any generality,
the same stochastic variables are used for calculation regarding different numbers
of wind power plants. In this model, wind power production is assumed to be
correlated only to wind speed and not to temperature. By comparing the generated
wind power and the line limits, the permissive transferred power is obtained.

The income from transferred power is considered as negative costs. It is dis-
counted to the net present value (NPV). Therefore the LCC for the investment,
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Figure 6.1: Model for assessing wind power connection using SLR and DLR.

Box c, is calculated as in (6.10-6.14).

Incs,n,i,k = min(Ps,n,i,k, P̂s,n,i,k) ∗ Eprice (6.10)

P̂s,i,k = Îs,i,k ∗ UN (6.11)

Îs,i,k ∈ {IDLR
max , I

SLR
max }s,i,k (6.12)

LCCs,n,i,k = LCCxinv − 1

(1 + z)i
∗ Incs,n,i,k (6.13)

LCCs,n = LCCxinv −
LT∑
i=1

1

(1 + z)i

12∑
k=1

Incs,i,k (6.14)

where k represents any period in a year, i represents any year during LT, n denotes the
number of the wind farms, s presents any simulation. P̂s,i,k is the maximum allowed power
on the connection line, which is calculated by the maximum line capacity and nominal
voltage at the connection point of wind power plants. x represents different investment
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alternatives. If the average LCC is negative at the end of the economic lifetime, this
indicates that the investment is profitable.

The amount of disconnected energy (DiscENS) is recorded in each simulation, as shown
in Box c, if it is applicable. It reflects the utilisation of the network and the renewable
energy. It is assumed that the DSO can disconnect the wind power plants or ask wind
power plant owners to reduce the production. The exported wind power is limited by the
line rating, so when wind power plants produce more than the limit, the extra energy will
be curtailed. In the model, the production of the wind power plants is first generated
without considering the transmission limits, then the sum of curtailed power is calculated
according to the limits. Therefore, the curtailed energy is modelled by DiscENS.

DiscENSs,n,i,k = max(Ps,n,i,k, P̂s,n,i,k)− Ps,n,i,k (6.15)

Although costs of introducing DLR are not considered in this simulation model. How-
ever, by calculating the difference in profit between SLR and DLR, it reveals the bench-
marking cost for introducing DLR.
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Chapter 7

Application of developed models

This chapter summaries results from the applications of the models in a demo network.

The aim here is to demonstrate how to apply the model to analyse regulation impact
and evaluate network investment alternatives. The results are dependent on specific net-
work data, input data and different regulations, etc. However, the network investment
models and the input data model can be applied in different cases with some adjustments.

7.1 Application of NIOM

To apply the proposed NIOM, a radial network with 21 load nodes and two DG plants
which have asked for connection is created. The type and size of the DG are not decided
by the DSO due to the unbundling regulation. The mixed integer linear optimisation
programming is performed in the General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) 23.9 using
CPLEX solver. Total execution time varies in different cases. The variation is between
350 seconds to 2000 seconds.

The distribution network is displayed in Fig. 7.1. It operates at 24.9 kV. Two wind
farms are in the pipeline to be connected. In the figure, the square node represents the
feeding substation, the wind turbines represent wind farms, and the circles are the load
points and wind farm locations (N22 and N23). Continuous lines denote the existing
network and dashed lines are candidate routes for new connections. The system details
(node data and line data) can be found in [124].

Investment for one regulatory period of four years is considered in the case study. A
DG owner applies for a connection to N22 in year 2 and another DG owner applies for a
connection to N23 in year 3. The installed capacity of DG accounts for 47% of the total
load. In this grid, all lines have two alternatives for upgrade, AL1 is the initial line and
AL2, AL3 are the alternatives to upgrade. There are three paths to connect each new
wind farm into the network. L8, L13, and L21 are for N22. L9, L15, and L24 are for
N23. Each new path has three alternatives.

69
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Figure 7.1: Diagram of the 23-node network.

7.1.1 Case study for incentive regulation

This application looks into the DSOs’ investment decisions and performances under the
Swedish distribution network regulation, which is a revenue cap frame with performance
incentives. In the application, the input load profiles are with three different load factors
(mlp) but the same total yearly energy consumption at each load point. Load shedding is
assumed to be not allowed. DG owners pay a fee based on deep connection cost and their
curtailment is compensated by the electricity price. The network infrastructure investment
cost is calculated for two situations, with DG and without DG. DSOs’ investment decision
is based on maximizing the total profit within the regulatory framework. Furthermore,
the decisions based on minimizing the total cost are presented as a comparison. Ideally,
the DSO opts for the decisions resulting the least total costs considering both operational
cost and capital cost.

Benchmark price for load factor increase

The total profit of the DSO increases with the increase of mlp value in both with and
without DG cases. By comparing profits between different mlp values, the benchmark
price to invest in increasing mlp values is obtained. If the investment to increase mlp is
lower than the benchmark price, it is profitable to invest in increasing mlp. For example,
the benchmark price to increase mlp from 0.5 to 0.6 is 84.31× 105 AC, and the benchmark
price to increase mlp from 0.6 to 0.7 is 122.20 × 105 AC if there is DG in the system. By
comparing these two benchmark prices, the incentive to increase load factor from medium
to high is higher than from low to medium in the system with DG. In the systems where
there is no DG, the benchmark price to increase mlp from 0.5 to 0.6 is 227.37×105 AC, and
the benchmark price to increase mlp from 0.6 to 0.7 is 119.51×105 AC. By comparing these
two benchmark prices, the incentive to increase load factor from low to medium is higher
than from medium to high in the system with DG. Furthermore, the economic incentive
for the DSO to invest in increasing the load factor, for example through ANM, are high,
accounting for more than 18% of the profits, in systems with or without DG. With the
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same m value, the profit is higher in the system with DG than without DG. However,
the profit in the system with DG is over-estimated because the allowed return on costs is
assumed to be the same as in the system without DG. The potential deferral of network
investment due to the DG connection is not considered in the regulation.

Benchmark price for loss reduction

By implementing different incentive regulations, the infrastructure investment costs and
profits of the DSO are obtained by the developed model. The infrastructure investment
costs do not vary nor do the operational costs, but the total profits do. This means that
the economic incentive in loss reduction is not high enough to change the infrastructure
investment decisions.

The reward for reducing losses in kWh can be estimated for a given network. The
reward is measured by the increased revenue cap due to the loss reduction. In this example,
comparing the case with and without the incentive for loss reduction, the gain due to loss
reduction is 7.37×105 AC in the case with DG and and 6.72×105 AC in the case without DG.
The reward/penalty price for loss reduction/increase, which is the incentive ω1 divided
by the reduced losses in kWh, is 0.053 AC/kWh in this case for the system with DG. It
is 0.001 AC/kWh higher than the expected electricity price. The reward/penalty price for
loss reduction/increase is 0.048 AC/kWh in this case for the system without DG, which
is 0.004 AC/kWh lower than the expected electricity price. These prices can be used as a
benchmark to evaluate the cost to reduce losses.

Discussion

In this application, we studied the performance of the different incentive regulatory regimes
for distribution network investment with and without DG. We found that the incentive
for load factor increase does impact on the network infrastructure investment, but the
incentive for loss reduction does not. With the increase of load factor, less network in-
frastructure cost is observed. We also estimated the benchmark prices for investing in
increasing load factor and decreasing losses in the Swedish regulation framework by the
proposed method. This approach can also be applied in other regulation frameworks by
adjusting the regulatory constraints and parameters. These benchmark prices can be used
to evaluate the feasibility of investing in improving performance indices. They can also be
used by regulators to evaluate the impact of the performance incentives. We observed in
this case study that although the total performance incentive is lower in the system with
DG than without DG, the total profit is higher. For detailed results and analysis, please
refer to Publication II.

7.1.2 Case study for curtailment regulation

Quantity-regulatory approach

In this case study, the quantity-regulatory approach for curtailment is investigated. Each
DG owner is compensated for the annual curtailed energy which is above a predefined
level. This level is referred to as non-compensated level in this case study. The non-
compensated level is 3% per year for each DG unit. The production is remunerated by
feed-in tariff (FiT) (0.13 AC/kWh) and is compensated by the same price if the production
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Table 7.1: Results for the case under quantity-regulatory approach

γ 3% 15%
λcur(AC/kWh) 0.13 0.13
Total cost(kAC) 590.450 580.712
Capex(kAC) 472.405 472.405

Connection cost(kAC) 37.33 37.33
Compensation (N22,N23)(kAC) 9.40, 0 0, 0

Curtailment percentage (N22,N23) 5.3%, 3% 15%, 0%
Loss percentage 2.83% 2.82%

is curtailed. Different non-compensated levels are applied, and different compensation
prices are discussed in this case study.

DG owners pay for the shallow connection charge; therefore, the connection lines are
decided from the DG owners’ interest not considering the reinforcement of the rest of the
grid. In this application, we assume that L13 AL2 T2 (AL 2 of the line L13 is built at
year 2) and L24 AL1 T3 (AL 1 of the line L24 is built at year 3) are chosen by the DG
owners. The DSO minimising Ctotal as in (5.10) with constraints (5.13-5.18), (5.9a), where
λcur = λDG

el and two DG connections are given.
The results for applying the quantity-regulatory approach are presented in Table 7.1.

It shows that the higher the non-compensated curtailment level is, the lower the total
expected cost and the higher the optimal curtailment levels. Moreover, allowing a lower
non-compensated annual curtailment level does not lead to more reinforcement for the
network, since paying for curtailing energy in some years is more beneficial than reinforcing
the network. The higher the curtailment is the lower the thermal loss is; however, the
impact is small.

In order to investigate the relation between the network investment and the non-
compensated curtailment level, the optimal network investment with different maximum
annual curtailment levels are simulated without compensation. The simulation starts from
the curtailment level 3% since the connection lines for DG are chosen based on accepting
this curtailment level. In Fig. 7.2, the optimal solutions are based on minimising Ctotal =∑T

t=1(δ
cap
t Ccap

t ) in (5.10) with constraints (5.13)-(5.18) and (5.9a), where gNDG,cm
t = 0

and changing γ from 3% to 50%. The avoided network reinforcement cost is the difference
between the minimum capex when γ is 3% and when γ is higher. The avoided capex
increases as the maximum annual DG curtailment level increases. Due to the nature of
integer optimisation, the increase is stepwise. The increase stops when the maximum
annual DG curtailment level is 8%.

By adjusting the non-compensated curtailment level, the benefit for the DSO increases
while the value of curtailed energy remains the same. The value of curtailed energy is
related to its opportunity cost. In this case, the opportunity cost is evaluated by the
FiT for renewable energy. Furthermore, by increasing the FiT, the distance between the
avoided total cost and value of curtailed energy can change, and therefore the benefit
for the DSO can change. In this case when the FiT increases by five times, the value of
allowing curtailment decreases and the maximum benefit for the DSO is reached when the
maximum annual curtailment level is between 4% and 5%, as shown in Fig. 7.3.
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Figure 7.2: FiT is 0.13 AC/kWh.

Price-regulatory approach

In this case study, the price-regulatory approach for curtailment is investigated. If the
compensation price is the same as or higher than the electricity price for DG, the DG
owners lack incentives to increase the penetration level of distributed energy. Therefore,
the curtailed energy is suggested to be compensated with a price that is less than the price
to sell the same quantity of energy [30].

In this case, the DG owner chooses connection points considering necessary network
reinforcement since the DG owner pays for the reinforcement and possible energy curtail-
ment. The connection decision is based on maximising the DG owner’s benefit, which is
((gNDG,tot − gNDG,cur) ∗ λDG

el + gNDG,cur ∗ λcm − Cnetwork). where Cnetwork is the net-
work cost due to the DG connection. Given λcm is less than λDG

el in the price-regulatory
approach and λDG

el is exogenous, the decision will be based on minimising Cnetwork which
is Ctotal as in (5.10) where Coper

t = Ccur
t and λcur = λDG

el − λcm, with constraints (5.13)-
(5.18) and (5.9b).

Table 7.2 presents the results in this case. By increasing the price, the capex decreases
stepwise. Table 7.2 shows the three steps observed in this case. With the increase of
the compensation price, the total curtailment increases. Furthermore, with the increase
of the compensation price, the network investment decreases but the connection cost
may increase. Comparing the case where the compensation price is 0.08 AC/kWh with
0.026 AC/kWh, the curtailment level is higher and the connection cost is also higher. This
is because when the connection line is L21, reinforcement on L3 is necessary and the
cost to reinforce L3 is high. However, when the connection line is L13 AL2, although
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Figure 7.3: FiT is 0.65 AC/kWh.

Table 7.2: Results for the case under price-regulatory approach

λcm(AC/kWh) 0.026 0.08 0.11
Total cost(kAC) 481.487 480.980 472.596
Capex (kAC) 481.487 472.405 461.757

Curtailment(%) (N22,N23) 0%, 0% 5.4%, 0% 16.8%, 0%
Connection lines L21 AL1 T2 L13 AL2 T2 L13 AL1 T2

L24 AL1 T3 L24 AL1 T3 L24 AL1 T3
Connection cost (kAC) 28.53 37.33 26.68

it is more expensive than L21 AL1, curtailment in the planning periods makes that the
reinforcement on L3 is no longer necessary. On the other hand, the curtailment in the case
with compensation price 0.11 AC /kWh is higher than the case with compensation price
0.08 AC/kWh, and the connection cost is lower. This is because the compensation price is
so high that it is not worth reinforcing the network and investing in a larger capacity of
the connection line from the DG owners’ perspective.

By allowing different annual curtailment levels in the same network, the minimum
capex and the optimal curtailment are simulated. The avoided capex, avoided cost of
losses, and the value of curtailed energy are plotted, as shown in Fig. 7.4. It shows that
the value of curtailed energy is always higher than the avoided total cost. The benefit
of the DG owner is the difference between the avoided capex and the economic loss due
to the low compensation price for curtailed energy. The economic loss is the value of the
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Figure 7.4: Avoided cost/value vs. Max. curtailment level.

curtailed energy minus the compensation for it. It is better to curtail some energy for the
DG owner when the compensation price is higher, and vice versa as shown in Fig. 7.5.
The maximum benefit is 8.89 kAC when the compensation price is 0.11 AC/kWh, while the
the maximum benefit is 0 when the compensation price is 0.026 AC/kWh.

Discussion

The non-compensated curtailment level in the quantity-regulatory approach for energy
curtailment due to network constraints can affect the benefit for the DSO but not the
optimal investment. Therefore, this level is used to share the cost between the DSO
and the DG owners. The compensation price can affect the optimal investment for the
DSO. Using the quantitative model, the compensation price which changes the optimal
investment can be identified, in this case, the optimal investment for the DSO changes
when the compensation price is five times higher.

The compensation price in the price-regulatory approach for energy curtailment due to
network constraints impacts the optimal network investment. When the price increases,
the network investment decreases but not necessarily the connection cost. Furthermore,
the compensation price indirectly drives the network reinforcement. In this case, when
the compensation price is higher than 0.08 AC/kWh and lower than 0.13 AC/kWh (which
is the electricity price for DG), two levels of network reinforcement are observed.

Comparing the avoided total cost in both cases, the avoided total cost is much lower
in the case under the price-regulatory approach. This confirms that the deep connection
charge gives locational incentives for the DG connection. Therefore, the DG connects
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Figure 7.5: Benefits for the DG owners with different compensations.

to the points which causes less reinforcement in the network. The network cost is more
sensitive to the compensation price in the case under the price-regulatory approach than
that under the quantity-regulatory approach.

The value of curtailed energy is the total value over the planning horizon; however, the
avoided total cost is the NPV of the investment. During the lifetime of the investment,
curtailed energy is higher than is calculated here. Therefore, the value of curtailed energy is
under-estimated and the value of allowing curtailment is over-estimated here. For detailed
results and analysis, please refer to Publication I.

7.2 Application of NIAM

The developed NIAM is applied on a remote windy area in Sweden, where a wind farm
has been connected to the distribution network. More wind power (WP) plants can be
installed in that area since the connection line has been built and the windy area can host
more wind turbines. This model is able to identify the optimal number of WP plants in
the network for applying SLR and DLR, and the level of utilization of the network in
terms of the curtailed wind power. In addition, results from three kinds of DLR models
are compared to show the advantages of the proposed DLR model.

In this example, the profits of installing another 1 to 7 wind power plants are inves-
tigated and stochastic variables are generated monthly. The DSO is obliged to connect
customers (consumers and producers). However, the producer will pay for the investments
needed for the connection (deep connection fee). Hence, it is necessary for WP owners to
perform cost analysis on the possible ways to connect WP plants: whether to build a new
line, or to apply DLR on the connection lines. On the one hand, extending the capacity
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of the lines (building one extra line) can be challenging in a reasonable time frame and
budget and to refuse the connection of new wind farms is not an option. In some areas, it
is increasingly difficult to build additional lines or even physical upgrading the old lines.
On the other hand, DLR calculation is rather complex. And the difficulty is to make all
power system players agree on and allow the risks.

In this case study it is found that if the wind speed is less than 1.34m/s it is considered
as low wind speed, i.e. when the wind speed is lower than 1.34 m/s, it is always applicable
to use the low wind speed formula in (6.2), and when the wind speed is higher than
1.34 m/s, it is always applicable to use the high wind speed formula in (6.2).

The studied investment alternatives using the SLR model are named SLR 1, which
applies SLR on the existing network to identify the network transmission limit, and SLR
2, which is to build an extra connection line in order to increase the transmission limit.
Two variants of the proposed DLR calculation model presented in section 6 are also im-
plemented as investment alternatives: i ) a simplified version referred to as DLR 1 when
only the temperature impact on line rating is considered as in (6.7), ii ) a simplified version
referred to as DLR 2 when only the wind impact on line rating is considered as in (6.5),
and iii ) the proposed DLR model is referred to as DLR 3 which takes the temperature
and wind speed impact on line rating into consideration as in (6.6). These five alternatives
are compared to show the value of a complex DLR model considering both wind speed
and temperature impact.

7.2.1 Case study for evaluating investment in DLR

Four aspects of five investment alternatives are analysed. First the different profits by
different alternatives with an increase of the number of wind power plants are presented.
Then the DiscENS values are compared with the increase of wind power plants. After
that the optimal wind power plants to be connected to the grid is identified. Last the
value of introducing DLR is presented.

The number of simulations

The number is set to 500 for this case study. To validate whether this gives accurate
results, the results from 100 to 250 simulations are compared. After 250 simulations, the
results (average, max and min values) are almost the same as after 500 simulations, but
already at after 100 simulations the results are close to that. If only averages values and
the optimal amount of wind power are of interest, lower number of simulations are needed
than if finding extreme values is of interest. The execution time in this case study is
around 60 seconds.

Total profits

As the number of WP plants increases, the profits first increase and then decrease in any
investment alternative as shown in Fig 7.6. Applying SLR 1 in the existing network is
profitable until the number of WP plants reaches six. Applying SLR 2 becomes profitable
when the number of wind power plants exceeds four. This investment alternative is not
that attractive since even the maximum possible profit is very low. Comparing the profits
of applying DLR 1, DLR 2 and DLR 3, the profit of applying DLR 3 is always the
highest. The difference increses as the number of installed wind power plants. This shows
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that the if only one element is considered in DLR estimation, the potential of DLR is
much underestimated.
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Figure 7.6: Total profits using different investment alternatives.

Optimal amount of wind power

The optimal number of wind power plants for four investment alternatives can be observed
from Fig 7.6 as well. Table 7.3 summarises the optimal decision. Using DLR 3 can result
the highest profit without considering the cost of introducing DLR. It shows that the
optimal investment alternative is dependent on the potential of wind power resource or
the wind power plants connection.

DiscENS comparison

The disconnected energy due to transfer limitations increases with the number of WP
plants, as shown in Fig 7.7. It is always the option applying SLR 1 that leads to the

Table 7.3: Maximum profits and optimal number of WP plants using different
investment alternatives

Option Optimal nr. Profit(SEK)
Aver. max min

SLR 1 3 1.09 ∗ 107 1.16 ∗ 107 1.03 ∗ 107

SLR 2 6 0.19 ∗ 107 0.31 ∗ 107 0.05 ∗ 107

DLR 1 4 1.45 ∗ 107 1.53 ∗ 107 1.36 ∗ 107

DLR 2 4 1.61 ∗ 107 1.70 ∗ 107 1.52 ∗ 107

DLR 3 5 2.12 ∗ 107 2.22 ∗ 107 2.00 ∗ 107
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highest DiscENS. While the lowest DiscENS happens in applying SLR 2 or DLR 3. DLR
3 has the lowest discENS among all the DLR models. This shows that the proposed DLR
model increases the utilization of the network. Moreover, the DiscENS in SLR 1 option is
much higher than that using SLR 2. This shows that building an extra line can decrease
the DiscENS more efficiently than DLR option and increase the utilization of renewable
energy significantly in this case.
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Figure 7.7: Disconnected wind power [%] using different investment alternatives.

The value of DLR

The cost of applying DLR is not included in the profit calculation. Therefore the difference
between their profits, which reveals the value of implementing DLR (or the maximum
investment in DLR in order to be profitable), is more relevant. It can be seen that the
value of DLR is increasing as the number of WP plants increases. Figure 7.8 shows
different profits comparing DLR models to SLR 1. The difference reflects the the value
of introducing DLR. In any model of DLR this value increases with the number of WP
plants. When the WP plants are fewer, the value of using DLR is less. Introducing DLR
3 has higher value than DLR 2 and DLR 1. This value can be used to evaluate whether
it is profite to install devices for DLR.

Discussion

With DLR, the limits of the lines are more accurate and better utilization of the network
can lead to benefits. Consequently, the existing system can host more wind power without
extension. The wind power plant owners can also export more power, consumers can
purchase more green energy and the network owner can defer reinforcement of, and new
investment in, lines. In other words, the same amount of wind power can be hosted with
fewer and/or thinner power lines. On the other hand, sensors and other equipment have
to be installed and a lot of data have to be managed in control rooms. Another possible
disadvantage with DLR compared with installation of a new line of higher capacity is
higher losses, because the same amount of power then is transported on a line with higher
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Figure 7.8: The value of applying DLR.

resistance. The control room and sensor issues can however be easier to solve using a
simplified, but still accurate, DLR model as proposed here.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This chapter summarises the main findings in the thesis, draw conclusions and identifies
future research directions.

In this thesis, the economic regulation impact on network investment is investigated.
The proposed NIOM establishes a contribution to quantify economic incentive ex ante
in the incentive regulation, as shown in Fig. 8.1. The quantified incentive of reaching
a certain performance is the maximum cost that the DSO can benefit by investing in
alternative solutions, such as active network management (ANM) technologies, to reach
this performance giving the respective performance incentive. Given the desired perfor-
mances by the regulation, the incentive for investing in any technology to achieve these
performances is obtained from the proposed NIOM. Furthermore, the proposed NIOM
also quantifies the impact of different curtailment regulations. DG curtailment is tightly
related with DG connection charges; therefore, the cost and benefit, and DG integration
levels are studied under different combinations of curtailment regulations and connection
charge schemes.

Optimal traditional
investment: electric

lines and transformers.
ANM investment:
dynamic line rat-
ing (DLR), load
shifting, etc.

Regulatory schemes:
incentive regulation,
curtailment regu-
lation, connection
charge scheme

incentivize

enable

Figure 8.1: The relationship between regulation and investments.
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Moreover, different ANM technologies can enable the DSO to achieve the goal that
the regulation sets. The optimal investment considering specific innovative investment
alternatives and traditional investment alternatives has been studied, for example imple-
mentation of dynamic line rating (DLR) in DG integration. In this thesis, a NIAM is
proposed for implementing DLR in unbundled distribution network with DG integration.

Different service providers in power systems can benefit from the results. DSOs can
use the NIOM or NIAM to optimise their investment, traditional and innovative alter-
natives, given DG integration and economic regulation. The ANM technology companies
can use the results, such as the quantified incentive, as the benchmark for the cost of
their products. The regulators can use the models to anticipate DSOs’ investment and
performance, and therefore design desirable regulation.

8.1 Concluding remarks

In this thesis all the research questions raised in Section 1.3 are answered.

C.1. How to model the network investment in deregulated power systems?
In deregulated power systems, most of the generators are not owned by the DSOs.
The DG connection is decided by the DG owners. How the decision is made de-
pends on the relevant regulations, for example, the DG connection charge, the DG
curtailment and incentives on the performances of the network. Therefore, all these
relevant regulations are modelled and be integrated into the network investment op-
timisation model. Furthermore, the DG is not operated by the DSO rather is an
input that the DSO should consider in making investment decisions. Therefore, the
model for uncertainties from DG are proposed.

C.2. How to consider the uncertainties from DG and load in network invest-
ment?
Uncertainties from DG and load is modelled by correlated scenarios. One level
of correlation is the time-dependence. Load patterns are different in different sea-
sons, weekdays and weekends; wind generation patterns are different in different
seasons. The time-dependence stochasticity is removed by distinguishing load lev-
els with different statistical characteristics. The second level of correlation is re-
lationship between load and generation given a certain time period. This level of
correlation is modelled by their rank correlation and copula functions. Correlated
samples/scenarios are drawn from the copula function for a certain time period. In
this way, the scenarios are generated along the time path. The number of scenarios
then are reduced for the computation tractability by toolbox SCENRED in GAMS.

C.3. How to make the optimal investment in the network as a DSO?
The optimal traditional investment, for example electrical lines and transformers, in
the network is obtained from the proposed NIOM. This model integrates the relevant
regulation models and the uncertainty model for load and DG. The objective in this
model is to maximise the total profit of the DSO. The optimal solution is then
evaluated by a reliability model. If the reliability is not satisfying, the sub-optimal
solutions (for the profit maximizing) are obtained and evaluated.
The innovative investment, applying dynamic line rating (DLR), is assessed by the
proposed NIAM. Different investment alternatives are evaluated in terms of costs,
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profits and network performances. The network performances include the reliability
index and DG curtailment.

C.4. Do the current economic regulation and the proposed economic regulation
send out incentives for the “smart” network investment?
The regulations this thesis focuses on include revenue cap regulation, performance
regulation, DG curtailment and DG connection regulation. The impacts this thesis
focuses on are the impact on investment in network infrastructure, network perfor-
mance improvement and network performances. It is shown in the case study that
the current economic regulation in Sweden does send out incentives for a smarter
network investment and a better network performance. However, whether these
incentives are effective or lot depends also on the corresponding cost of the tech-
nologies. The effectiveness of economic regulation largely depends on the settings of
many parameters.

8.2 Case study implications

The developed models have been applied in synthetic networks. Cases with different
combinations of economic regulations are studied. Seven main conclusions drawn from
these case studies are summarised below:

1. Incentive on loss reduction
The reward/penalty price for loss reduction/increase, which is the economic incen-
tive divided by the reduced losses in kWh, is 0.053 AC in this case for the system with
DG. It is 0.001 AC higher than the expected electricity price. The reward/penalty
price for loss reduction/increase is 0.048 AC/kWh in this case for the system without
DG, which is 0.004 AC/kWh lower than the expected electricity price. These prices
can be used as a benchmark to evaluate the cost to reduce losses. In the studied
case, the incentive for loss reduction is not high enough to change the infrastructure
investment.

2. Incentive on a more even load profile
The increase of the load factor (which is the ratio between the average power and
the maximum power at the feeding point) leads to a lower cost investment decision.
The infrastructure investment cost decreases by 24% and 37% when the load factor
increases from 0.5 to 0.6 in the case with and without DG respectively. With the
same load factor value, the investment cost is lower in the system with DG than that
without DG. This is because the DG in the system defers some of the reinforcements.
Furthermore, the economic incentive for the DSO to invest in increasing the load
factor, for example through demand side management, is high, accounting for more
than 18% of the profit, in systems with or without DG.

3. The limitation on the total economic incentive
The limitation on the total economic incentives is defined as a percentage of the
total incentive account for the total profit. Different limitations (from 5% to 20%
in the case study) can result in different solutions. However, the infrastructure
investment cost does not change in this case study. The DSO would not invest
more just to obtain higher incentives or invest less due to too low allowed incentives.
Thus the limits on the total incentive do not distort the optimal solution from the
infrastructure investment point of view.
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4. Curtailment regulation - quantity-regulatory approach
Results show that the higher the non-compensated curtailment level is, the lower
the total expected cost for the DSO. However, the reinforcement plan is the same
in both cases and therefore the capex is the same. The optimal curtailment level
is higher when the non-compensated curtailment level is higher. Allowing a lower
non-compensated annual curtailment level does not lead to more reinforcement for
the network, since paying for curtailing energy in some years is more beneficial
than reinforcing the network. Furthermore, the higher the curtailment is the lower
the thermal loss is; however, the impact is small. In addition, the compensation
price also has little impact on the investment decision. In this case, the optimal
investment for the DSO changes when the compensation price is five times higher.

5. Curtailment regulation - price-regulatory approach
The compensation price in the price-regulatory approach for energy curtailment
due to network constraints affects the optimal network investment. When the price
increases, the network investment decreases but not necessarily the connection cost.
This is because a strong connection line can reduce the reinforcement in the rest of
the network in some cases. Furthermore, the compensation price indirectly drives
the network reinforcement. In this case, when the compensation price is between
0.08 AC/kWh and 0.13 AC/kWh (which is the electricity price for DG), three levels of
network reinforcement are observed.

6. DG connection charge
The DG connects to the points which causes less reinforcement in the network
under the deep connection charge case. The result confirms that the deep connec-
tion charge gives locational incentives for the DG connection. However, there is a
trade-off between deep connection charges and facilitating entry for small-sized DG
owners. The lack of transparency in calculating the connection cost can lead to an
inefficient allocation of the grid capacity.

7. Assessing investing in DLR
With DLR, the limits of the lines are more accurate and a better utilization of
the network can lead to benefits. Consequently, the existing system can host more
wind power without extension. The DG owners can also export more power, the
network owner can defer reinforcement and new investment. In other words, the
same amount of DG can be hosted with fewer and/or thinner power lines. On the
other hand, sensors and other equipment have to be installed and a lot of data
have to be managed in control rooms. Another possible disadvantage with DLR
compared with installation of a new line of higher capacity is higher losses, because
the same amount of power then is transported on a line with higher resistance.

8.3 Future work

The models and analysis in this thesis serves as a starting point to evaluate economic
regulations by optimisation models considering technique aspects and economic aspects.
Some suggestions for improvements are:

1. Develop the uncertainty model further so that it models the correlation between load
nodes and between DG nodes. In a larger system, the consumption patterns can
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vary among customers. A systematic way to identify clusters and model correlations
between them can be included in the uncertainty model.

2. Make the network investment optimisation model (NIOM) more efficient by reduc-
ing integer variables and number of scenarios. Mix-integer optimisation is time
consuming, especially in stochastic optimisation. To make model applicable in in-
dustry, integer variable pre-selection can be added based on graph theory and prac-
tical constraints; the number of scenarios can be reduced by finding the uncritical
scenarios.

3. More research is needed on network investment assessment model (NIAM) which
consider DG ownership unbundling and economic regulation. The developed NIAM
can be applied on assessing other ANM technologies and other DLR alternatives,
for example, all lines in the system are using DLR. Economic regulation can be
more explicitly included in the model.

4. Investigate risk attitude. The DSO’s risk attitude towards uncertainties can be
modelled more explicitly. In the developed models here, it is the expected value
that indicates the optimal decisions for the DSO. However, the DSO may be more
concerned by economic loss due to the extreme events.

5. Propose an optimal regulation design for a certain power system. More extensive
case studies and real case studies are required. More investigation on how to set
the parameters in the regulation and on how to combine regulations are needed.
For example, how to share the benefit from performance improvement between the
DSO, DG owners and customers; how to set the non-compensated curtailment level;
and the compensation for the curtailed energy?
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Birds flying south you know how I feel
Dark the whole day you know how I feel
Snow driftin’ on by you know how I feel.
It’s a new dawn
It’s a new day
It’s a new life for me yeah
And I’m feeling good

Dissertation in my hand you know how I feel
Defending a 5-year work you know how I feel
Leaving 23-year school life you know how I feel

It’s a new dawn
It’s a new day
It’s a new life
For me
And I’m feeling good

Snowmen out in the sun, you know what I mean, don’t you know,
Butterflies all havin’ fun, you know what I mean.
Sleep in peace when day is done: that’s what I mean,
And this old world is a new world and a bold world for me...

Stars when you shine, you know how I feel
Scent of the pine, you know how I feel
Yeah, knowledge is mine, and I know how I feel..
It’s a new dawn, it’s a new day, it’s a new life for me

– Inspired by Feeling good by Nina Simone
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